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10. Minutes of Board Committee Meetings and Committee
updates:
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10.1. Finance & Investment Committee: 24 September 2020, 22
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Sue Hunt

10.2. Audit & Risk Committee: 16 September 2020, 26 October
and 11 November 2020

John Petitt

10.3. Quality Committee: 13 October 2020

Helen
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Bal Bahia

10.5. Work Plan

Caroline Lynch

11. Date of Next Meeting
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Agenda Item 5

Minutes

Board
Wednesday 30 September 2020
9.00 – 10.35
Video Conference Call
Members Present
Mr. Graham Sims
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd
Ms. Caroline Ainslie
Dr. Bal Bahia
Mr. Mike Clements
Mr. Julian Dixon
Mr. Don Fairley
Mr. Dom Hardy
Mr. Brian Hendon
Mrs. Sue Hunt
Dr. Janet Lippett
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie
Mr. John Petitt

(Chair)
(Acting Chief Executive)
(Chief Nursing Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Acting Director of Finance)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Chief People Officer)
(Chief Operating Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Chief Medical Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director)

In attendance
Mrs. Heather Allan
Mrs. Caroline Lynch
Mrs. Tracey Middleton
Mrs. Victoria Parker
Mr. Andrew Statham

(Director of IM&T)
(Trust Secretary)
(Director of Estates & Facilities)
(Director of Communications & Engagement)
(Director of Strategy)

Apologies
There were eight governors and four members of staff present.
The Chief Medical Officer introduced Kathy Green, Outpatients Transformation Programme
Manager, who provided an overview of the programme that had begun three years ago.
The aim of the programme included the expansion of the use of technology in order to
improve services, reduce footfall to the site and reduce non-value appointments. Kathy
gave an overview of one patient’s experience with a long term clinical condition that
enabled the use of telephone appointments and, where necessary, a face-to-face
appointment being made available at short notice if required. At the recent face-to-face
appointment, the patient had highlighted how reassured she had been in relation to the
safety measures implemented in the Trust due to Covid. The Board noted that during the
Covid period 40% of outpatient appointments had been either by video or telephone.
However, prior to Covid, there had been no video appointments. The Chief Medical
Officer highlighted the importance of ensuring that a range of options were available for
outpatient appointments.
The Chief Nursing Officer introduced Joan Potterton, Freedom to Speak Up Guardian
(FTSU) who highlighted that October was national FTSU month and introduced a member
of staff who had approached her previously to raise concerns. The staff member advised
that she had worked at the Trust for a number of years. She had been diagnosed with
Minutes of the Board – 30 September 2020
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severe depression and anxiety 8 years previously and at that time she received good
support from Occupational Health and her manager. Unfortunately, six years later she
suffered a significant relapse that resulted in a rapid decline in her mental health.
Following 5 months’ sickness absence she was required to attend return to work interviews
with the HR team. Her reflection was that she had to attend a number of meetings,
complete a number of forms and felt uncomfortable with this as well as feeling a lack of
support from her colleagues. As she had returned to work and had no physical signs of
illness she felt her colleagues perceived her to be well. The Board noted that her current
line manager had worked hard to understand her and her issues. The member of staff felt
that mental health training should be made available to all staff and it was important to raise
awareness across the organisation. The Chief People Officer advised that there were a
number of processes and policies that staff were required to follow. However, it was
equally important to ensure that health and wellbeing conversations were carried out
between managers and staff.
The Chief Nursing Officer introduced Tricia Pease, Associate Chief Nurse, Safeguarding,
Mental Health & Learning Disabilities who highlighted that there had been an increase in
reported incidents of challenging behaviour, violence, verbal abuse, aggressive/antisocial
behaviour and ‘bullying’, including racial abuse of staff during recovery and restoration from
Covid 19 lockdown. The Board noted that Maybo training pilots would be launched in the
Emergency Department (ED) and Elderly Care during October 2020 and a project to
improve reporting of violence, aggression, antisocial behaviour and sexual assault would
begin in ED during October/November 2020. This included the development of red and
amber cards to prompt staff to help them communicate clearly and calmly to patients
demonstrating challenging behavior. These patients would then receive an
Acknowledgment of Responsibilities Agreement (ARA) letter. In addition, a work stream led
by the Care Group People & Change Partner in relation to zero tolerance of verbal abuse,
antisocial/bullying behaviour towards staff would include training in relation to the
confidence to have difficult conversations. The Board noted the plans for both internal and
external communication in relation to the project.
103/20 Minutes: 29 July 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule
The minutes of the meeting held on 29 July 2020 were approved as a correct record and
would be signed by the Chair.
There were no declarations of interest.
The Board received the matters arising schedule and noted that all actions were completed.
104/20 Chief Executive’s Report
The Acting Chief Executive introduced the report and highlighted a number of key items
including the Lighthouse Laboratory project at Bracknell Healthspace. All staff and
volunteers had been offered Covid antibody testing and to date 70% had been tested with a
positive rate of 23% indicating past infection. However, comprehensive risk assessments
had also been carried out for staff.
The Board discussed the use of the Ask A&E app. The Director of Strategy advised that
data had suggested more than 1000 users, the vast majority of which had been referred
elsewhere than to A&E. Ask A&E had been advertised through various media channels.
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The Chief Nursing Officer highlighted that there was an ongoing discussion in relation to the
timeframe and launch of the continuous improvement strategy and it was considered that
this would not be implemented until the end of the financial year.
The Board queried whether there had been a reduction in Do Not Attends (DNAs). The
Chief Operating Officer advised that the DNA rate was currently not acceptable and work
was on-going via communication channels to continue to reassure the public that it was
safe to attend the Trust.
The Board discussed the plans for ‘go-live’ of the second phase of the Digital Hospital
Programme in November 2020 and how this would be managed in the event of a second
phase of Covid. The Chief Operating Officer confirmed that the risk of a second phase of
Covid was being actively managed and there was a weekly schedule in place focussed on
operational readiness. In addition, there had been a significant amount of preparatory
work previously carried out for go-live. The current focus was on staff training and the rates
of booking were progressing well. Go-live would go ahead and work had been carried out
to ensure that support would be available both on site as well as virtually. The Acting
Chief Executive advised that the number of on-going projects would be reviewed in the
event of a significant increase in Covid.
105/20 Planning for Further Covid Outbreak
The Chief Operating Officer introduced the report and highlighted the data from the first
phase of Covid and advised that data for the second phase was being captured separately.
To date there had been 5 patient deaths from the second phase of Covid. The Chief
Operating Officer provided an overview of work undertaken as part of the recovery plan as
well as measures being implemented in order to respond to a second phase.
The Chief Operating Officer advised that there had been a recent focus on communications
to staff in relation to when individuals in their household required testing or tested positive.
The Chief People Officer advised that Berkshire Healthcare Foundation Trust had also
been supporting the Trust. Other health and wellbeing offers to staff were also being
considered for the second phase. The Board discussed the importance of staff morale and
the need to ensure that open dialogue with staff was continued through the second phase.
106/20 Integrated Performance Report (IPR)
The Chief People Officer introduced the report and highlighted that Summary Hospital-level
Indicator (SHMI) was as expected and had fallen from the previous month. Hospital
Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR) was now higher than expected and Summary
Mortality Ratio (SMR) remained higher than expected and had risen slightly from the
previous month. Work was on-going to understand the discrepancy between the improving
mortality position in SHMI and the deteriorating position in HSMR and SMR.
A&E performance remained below 95% against the 4-hour standard. However,
performance remained at more than 90%. Both elective and non-elective activity was
increasing and expected to continue.
The Chief People Officer advised that a proposal for the Health & Wellbeing Centre had
been reviewed by the Executive Management Committee and was being progressed
through committees for approval. On-site Covid-19 staff testing had recently re-commenced
at the Royal Berkshire site and the staff flu campaign was due to commence in late
September 2020.
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The Chief People Officer advised that the Trust continued to operate under a revised
control total regime for Month 5. Overall, performance was £1.09m adverse to budget.
Cash remained strong at £55.29m.
The Board discussed the Health & Safety indicators and noted the compliance level of
manual handling training for doctors. The Chief Medical Officer advised that manual
handling training included both online and face-to-face components. During the Covid
period face-to-face training had been suspended. Additional sessions were being
scheduled to address the backlog of training.
107/20 Medical Revalidation
The Chief Medical Officer introduced the report and advised that the General Medical
Council (GMC) had suspended reporting from March 2020 to September 2020. Appraisals
would be re-established in September 2020 with a focus on wellbeing and mental health,
reflective learning and experiences during the Covid period. The Board noted that the
number of appraisers had also now been increased.
The Board agreed that the ‘statement of compliance’ should be signed by the Acting Chief
Executive.
Action: J Lippett
108/20 Minutes of Board Committee Meetings and Board Committee Updates
The Board received the following minutes:
Finance & Investment Committee

23 July 2020 and 20 August 2020

Audit & Risk Committee

18 March 2020 and 15 July 2020

Workforce Committee

28 July 2020 and 17 August 2020

Quality Committee

22 July 2020 and 18 August 2020

Charity Committee

17 August 2020

109/20 Information Item: Board Work Plan
The Board noted the work plan.
110/20 Date of Next Meeting
It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Wednesday 25 November 2020 at
9.00am.

Chair

Date

Minutes of the Board – 30 September 2020
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Board Schedule of Matters Arising and Outstanding Actions
Board
Date
30
September
2020

Board
Minute
107/20

Agenda Item 5

Subject

Decision

Owner

Medical
Revalidation

The Board agreed that the ‘statement of compliance’
should be signed by the Acting Chief Executive.

J Lippett

Expected
Submission

Update
Completed.
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Title:
Agenda item no:
Meeting:
Date:
Presented by:
Prepared by:

Chief Executive Report
6
Board of Directors
25 November 2020
Nicky Lloyd, Acting Chief Executive Officer
Nicky Lloyd, Acting Chief Executive Officer

Purpose of the Report






Report History

To update the Board with an overview of key issues since the
previous Board meeting.
To update the Board with an overview of key national and local
strategic environment and planning developments
This includes items that may impact on policy, quality and financial
risks to the Trust.

None

What action is required? For information and discussion: The Board is asked to note the report.
Assurance

Information

 Discussion/input

 Decision/approval

Resource Impact:
None
Relationship to Risk in
6.
BAF:
Strategic objectives This report impacts on (tick all that apply)::






Provide the highest quality care
Invest in our staff and live out our values
Drive the development of integrated services
Cultivate innovation and transformation
Achieve long-term financial sustainability

1. Leadership



2. Vision & Strategy



3. Culture

Not applicable

 4. Governance

5. Risks, Issues &
Performance



6. Information
Management



7. Engagement



Well Led Framework applicability:

8. Learning &
Innovation




Publication
Published on website

Confidentiality (FoI): Private

Public
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Key Issues

1. Introduction
1.1

We are continuing to focus our efforts in the delivery of the ‘Triple Aim’ referred to by Anne
Eden, Regional Director (South East) NHS England / NHS Improvement (NHSE/I) –
 Managing Covid
 A safe winter
 Protecting elective care
We continue to encourage the communities we serve to attend their appointments and to
access all of the NHS services on offer, either through seeing their GP or community pharmacy
or using the hospital services. Winter Preparedness continues, with the involvement of the
Urgent Care Board, chaired by our Chief Operating Officer, Dom Hardy. Our teams continue to
focus attention on making sure that all of our services are fully open and operational, and that
we deliver constitutional standards. We continue to support staff and remain committed to
delivering financial balance, and living our CARE values.

1.2

We were delighted to be selected as the Trust to launch the Hospital Food Review, a National
project aimed to recognise the importance of wholesome, healthy, fresh hospital food as an aid
to recovery for patients, acknowledged by some as important as medicine to enable patients to
become well again after illness or surgery. On 26th October, we were proud to welcome Prime
Minister, Boris Johnson, Secretary of State, Matt Hancock, Celebrity Chef, Pru Leith and Phil
Shelley, who chaired the Review, to our Reading site. The Chairman and I, together with
Catering Manager Daniel Cripps, gave a guided tour of the hospital kitchens and restaurant
area, where around 750,000 patient meals and 267,000 staff and visitor meals are made and
served each year. Our visitors helped to pick the main ingredients for the day’s menus and
served breakfast, before holding a discussion with staff. We also showcased our newly
equipped Minor Injuries Unit, which has recently installed x-ray equipment, and is enabling the
scanning of up to 100 patients a day, thus easing pressure and patient flow through the main
Emergency Department. I would like to thank all those involved in making this visit such a
success.

1.3

We held our Annual General Meeting (AGM) on 28th October, and in another first, the event was
livestreamed, rather than held with a large live audience. We took time to look back over the
year ended 31st March 2020, receive our annual financial statements, and also to pause and
reflect on the events of recent months, to celebrate our fantastic staff and the support from our
communities. We also looked ahead to the many changes we are planning, some of which are
already underway. We recorded the AGM, and it is available to watch on YouTube.

1.4

Also during the last week of October, we welcomed local MP and former Prime Minister Lady
May to visit our site. She was very pleased to see the ways in which were adapting our services
to take account of ‘Hands, Face, Space’ and welcomed the improvements to the Minor Injuries
Unit. She also urged our support for the Employers’ Initiative on Domestic Abuse, which we
have now signed up to, to provide support to us as a large employer to provide help to those
affected.

1.5

As well as continuing to communicate through established media channels, (TV and Radio), I,
and other members of our team, have been making short films to reassure patients about what
we are doing to keep them safe. These have been created in several languages and also
include films made by patients to provide reassurance to other patients about the steps we have
taken to reduce the risks of infection. These are now routinely provided to patients ahead of
their appointments to help reduce cancellations and ‘Did not attends’.

1.6

We are continuing our planning for EU Exit transition, in line with national guidance.
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2. Strategic Objective 1: Provide the Highest Quality Care
2.1. We are working closely with our leaders throughout the organisation to continue to encourage
all of our teams to display our values of Compassion, Aspiration, Resourcefulness and
Excellence, in every situation.
2.2. The South East Region, and our local communities, have thankfully seen much lower Covid
case prevalence than other parts of the country. We continue to hold weekly senior leadership
meetings to review our recovery of activity levels and review urgent operational matters. We
held a ‘Reset Week’ starting on 9th November to buddy senior leaders to bedded areas to
understand better any barriers to patient flow and timely discharge from the hospital. This has
provided us with insights into several opportunities for working closely with partner
organisations to maintain the focus on safe discharging of patients from hospital.
3. Strategic Objective 2: Invest in our staff and live out our values
3.1. Supporting staff Health & Wellbeing during the pandemic and afterwards continues to be an
area of focus. We are progressing proposals to create a permanent Staff Health and Wellbeing
centre through committees and to Board during November 2020. We have undertaken a full
review of our health and wellbeing offer and have appointed a new Health and Wellbeing
operational lead. The Executive team have been conducting a talent development review and
we are enhancing our approach to diversity and inclusion.



National developments will imminently see the start of COVID-19 self testing for frontline
staff twice each week, with a follow up test if initial test results are Covid positive
The eagerly awaited news of a Covid vaccine means that we are working with national
and regional colleagues and reviewing local arrangements for the rollout of this
programme during December 2020.

4. Strategic Objective 3: Drive the Development of Integrated Service
4.1. We have been increasing the time and energy we commit to the acceleration of partnership
working, fulfilling our role as an anchor institution, and working closely with colleagues across
Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West Integrated Care System (BOB ICS) and
Berkshire West ICP.
4.2. Members of the Executive Team continue to meet regularly with Primary Care colleagues in
Berkshire West ICP, and we are pleased to report the re-opening of the Walk in Centre in
Reading to help to provide alternative options to visiting A&E for face to face urgent care.
4.3. On 16th November we launched ‘Think 111 First’, a service that has already been piloted at
NHS Trusts around the country, which triages patients who dial 111 and offers booked time
slots at healthcare sites, other than just our Emergency Department, for example, GPs, our
Minor Injuries unit, the Walk in Centre, or a community pharmacy. We continue to offer walk in
Emergency services as before, however, evidence in other locations shows that this offer has
been welcomed by patients as a way to reduce overcrowding in waiting rooms and reducing
long delays for care.
4.4. The Chief Executive Officers, as well as the Chief Medical Officers and Chief Operating Officers
and Chief Finance officers of the provider Trusts (Acute, Community and Mental Health) meet
weekly to share and collaborate to work collectively on recovery of pre COVID-19 levels of
performance across our ICS.
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5. Strategic Objective 4: Cultivate Innovation and Transformation
5.1 We delivered a successful ‘go live’ on 1st November 2020 for Maternity Electronic Patient Records,
as part of our Digital Hospital Programme, and have a further ‘go live for Theatres on 23rd
November, followed by Anaesthetics in January. This will complete the electronic patient record
across all areas of our clinical services. We are also continuing to rollout remote monitoring of
patients across more of our services, with Gastroenterology being the latest to transform in this
way.
5.2 Service Transformation
We continue to look for ways to see more patients, ensuring safe distancing, face coverings and
with sufficient hand hygiene measures. During recent weeks, the Endoscopy team has
surpassed even the high activity levels of a year ago, as we pursue relentlessly the reduction in
waiting times for access to this service, so crucial in determining the presence or absence of
cancer following urgent GP referrals. All patients require swabbing in the days before coming in
for their procedure, then isolating in the intervening days, before then returning for their
procedure. The attention to detail by the administration teams who plan access to this service is
forensic and ensures that this invasive diagnostic can proceed safely.
We are continuing to ask patients to arrive on a ‘just in time’ basis, to restrict the numbers in
waiting rooms, as we have dramatically reduced the number of available seats in waiting rooms
to deliver effective social distancing. Full cleaning regimes are in place before, during and after
clinics to provide effective infection control. We are open and encourage patients to attend their
appointments and access the care and treatments they need.
5.3 Neuro Rehabilitation move to Highclere Ward, West Berkshire Community Hospital
During November, we have moved our neuro rehabilitation service off the Reading site to West
Berkshire Community Hospital in Thatcham. These are some of our most vulnerable patients,
and this was an extremely complicated logistical challenge, achieved safely and competently. I
would like to thank all those involved in making this move possible, including our clinical and
estates teams and our partners at Berkshire Healthcare NHS FT.
6. Strategic Objective 5: Achieve Long-Term Financial Sustainability
6.1. Over the last few months, we have engaged with thousands of staff and members of our
communities through our project known as ‘Building Berkshire Together’. We have been
finalising our Strategic Outline Case (SOC), the business proposal which considers a number of
options for site redevelopment, ahead of progressing this through committees in the coming
weeks, and submitting it to December Board, ahead of our planned submission to NHSE/I and
DHSC.
6.2. Our capital programme now stands at over £65m for the financial year 2020/21. This is well
underway, and our sites are busy with the progress of many construction projects. At Bracknell
Healthspace, the Lighthouse laboratory is taking shape, and on the Reading site, the project to
enlarge the Emergency Department facilities, namely the waiting room and creation of
additional majors and Paediatric cubicles, as well as enhanced staff rest facilities and
redecoration of the whole department, is in full progress. The de-steaming project has just
begun, and this will remove some 3 miles of old pipework and involve the installation a new ecofriendly boiler to provide reliable, effective and efficient heating and hot water for the Reading
site. The project to demolish the buildings formerly occupied by our Ear Nose and Throat (ENT)
services on West Drive on the Reading site is now started.
6.3. Critical Infrastructure Backlog maintenance is also progressing well, with many schemes, such
as roof replacements and repairs, lift refurbishments, and electrical and fire safety
improvements in full swing.
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6.4. We continue to hold a healthy cash position, with a breakeven position year to date and are
forecasting a £1.5m full year surplus. Work is underway to complete our planning for revenue
and capital budgets for 2021/22, and we are receiving further information from NHSE/I about
the likely financial regime for next year.
As before, I would like to thank all of our staff, volunteers, partner sub-contractors, suppliers,
neighbours, local businesses and fellow anchor institutions for their continued support as we
navigate through all of the recent changes to continue to deliver Compassionate, Aspirational,
Resourceful and Excellent healthcare services to our communities.

7. Action Required
The Board is asked to NOTE this report.
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Integrated Performance Report
7
Board of Directors
25 November 2020
Mike Clements, Acting Director of Finance
Performance Team

Purpose of the Report The purpose of this report is to provide the Board of Directors with an
analysis of quality performance to the end of October 2020.

Report History

Executive Management Committee – 23 November 2020

What action is
required?
Assurance

The Board is asked to note the report.
 Information

Resource Impact:



Discussion/input

Decision/approval

None

Relationship to Risk in
6. Failure to provide the highest quality of care
BAF:
Strategic objectives This report impacts on (tick all that apply)::





Provide the highest quality care
Invest in our staff and live out our values
Drive the development of integrated services
Cultivate innovation and transformation
Achieve long-term financial sustainability

1. Leadership



2. Vision & Strategy



3. Culture

Not applicable

 4. Governance

5. Risks, Issues &
Performance



6. Information
Management



7. Engagement



8. Learning &
Innovation

Confidentiality (FoI): Private

Public

Well Led Framework applicability:




Publication
Published on website
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Integrated Performance Report
November 2020

The purpose of this paper is to provide the Board of Directors with an analysis of quality
performance to the end of October 2020. The report covers performance against the
NHS Improvement (NHSI) Risk Assessment Framework as well as national and local key
performance indicators.
Contact:
Caroline Ainslie, Chief Nursing Officer
Janet Lippett, Chief Medical Officer
Dom Hardy, Chief Operating Officer
Don Fairley, Chief People Officer
Michael Clements, Acting Director of Finance
19/11/2020

Integrated Performance Report
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October 2020 Summary
Patient Safety &
Experience
Page 3 – 4

Clinical
Effectiveness
Page 5 - 8

•
•

In October 2020 - 15 Hospital onset 8-14 days COVID-19 positive patients were reported and 23 Hospital onset over 14 days COVID-19 positive patients.
1 Never Event was reported in October: misplacement of a nasogastric tube.

•

Trust mortality and the national Summary Hospital-level Indicator (SHMI) are reported as ‘as expected’ and has fallen from last month. Hospital
Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR - 56 diagnosis groups) and SMR (all diagnosis groups) are also as expected.
The Myocardial Infarction National Audit Programme (MINAP) data continues to demonstrate excellent compliance against its access targets.
The Stroke Sentinel National Audit Programme (SSNAP) maintains good performance overall with a couple of areas highlighted that could achieve more
performance consistency.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patient Access

•

Page 9 - 11
•
•
•
•

Workforce,
Staffing and
Development
Page 12 – 13

Finance &
Health and Safety
Page 14 – 17

19/11/2020

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A&E Performance remains below 95% against the 4 hour standard. However it remains significantly improved when compared with 19/20.
Whilst attendances to the ED have reduced in October we continue to see BAU ambulance conveyance and conversion to admission has remained >30%
RTT performance remains significantly compromised by low volumes of referrals and challenges arranging review and treatment.
We do not expect this to improve significantly until Q4.
The Trust continues to prioritise Urgent elective work and the chronological booking of Routine patients. The volume of elective work continues to increase.
As reported in last months Board, RTT Long Waits (>52 weeks) are expected to continue to increase. Waiting lists are being prioritised but are not expected to
reduce the month end snapshot >52 week numbers until late Q3 / early Q4.
We remain confident in meeting our objective of returning to zero > 52 by 31 March. We expect to treat/clock stop c.30k routine and 15k urgent pathways
between now and the end of the 20/21 – clearing the tail of the current list to c.10-12 weeks (Week 30-32 at the end of March). Whilst we are confident, the > 52
week indicator will remains amber until numbers stabilise.
Performance against the 99% DM01 standard has improved during October. However remains significantly below standard.
Backlog clearance across all modalities remains a priority. MRI and CT have significantly reduced >6 week numbers (reduction of c.130 compared with Sept).
Endoscopy remained challenged through October but activity has continued to increase and we expect to see the numbers begin to reduce in the coming weeks.
For Sept and Q2 Cancer Performance. The Trust is compliant against the 14 day standard. Referral numbers are at 95% pre-COVID demand and the 28 day faster
diagnosis standard remains stable at c75%
As expected, the Trust fell just short of compliance against the 62 day and 31 day standards in Sept. We anticipate the 31 day standard will achieve compliance in
October. 62 day performance remains compromised by lower than usual treatment numbers and is expected to perform at a similar level to September.

New health and wellbeing operational lead now in post and reviewing current H&WB provision in the Trust.
Psychological needs assessments commencing and areas identified for participation and interviews with staff to commence imminently.
Trust H&WB centre working group now meeting on a regular basis to monitor progress of the new centre and to oversee the building design and proposed
use.
COVID-19 swab testing ongoing, asymptomatic staff testing likely to start by end of November.
COVID-19 staff vaccination planning now underway with a vaccination centre identified and operational details being designed.
Staff Flu vaccination campaign in progress, by Friday 13th November 67% of frontline staff had received a Flu vaccine, the highest ever uptake achieved in
the Trust demonstrating the impact of having a dedicated flu vaccination team to deliver the campaign.

The funding regime in M7, October, has changed from the retrospective top up to breakeven mechanism that was in place for Months 1-6. The Trust has
agreed an allocation with the Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West Integrated Care System for the remainder of the financial year that funds
the levels of activity expected from October 2020 – March 2021.

Integrated Performance Report
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Safety & Experience – Harm Free Care

19/11/2020
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Patient Safety & Experience – Forward Look & Trends
Infection Control
7 Trust apportioned (TA) Clostridioides difficile (C.diff) were reported in October 2020: Case reviews are in progress for these 7 cases. 22 TA cases have been reported
to date 2020/21: at the time of the writing of this report, the Trust had not yet received its upper limit for TA C.diff cases for 2020/21.
3 TA Escherichia coli (E.coli) bacteraemia were reported in October 2020 and reviews are in progress. 0 TA Meticillin-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA), 3 TA
Klebsiella.
15 Hospital onset 8-14 days COVID-19 positive patients were reported in October 2020: 23 Hospital onset over 14 days positive patients were reported in October
2020 (of the 38 Hospital onset cases, 35 of these patients were from more than one COVID-19 Outbreak).
Pressure Ulcers
2 Category 2 avoidable hospital acquired pressure ulcers were reported in October.

Never Event
1 Never Event was reported in October: misplacement of a nasogastric tube. New NGT X-ray confirmation process; From the 13/10/2020, NGT placements requiring
X-ray confirmation must not be used until a formal report is issued by the Radiology Department.
All immediate actions complete and investigation underway.
Complaints
The Trust received 27 formal complaints. Analysis of the 27 new complaints has shown that Clinical Treatment (18) and Communication (8) were the top two themes.
The main themes across all of the PALS received were administration (99), clinical treatment (43) and communication (126).
91% of complaints closed in October were responded to within 25 days. Of the complaints closed in October; 3 were well founded, 10 were partially well founded and
4 were unfounded. We are awaiting outcomes for 5 complaints; these are being actively sought.
45 compliments were logged by the Patient Relations Team, 16 in Networked Care, 9 in Planned Care, 15 in Urgent Care and 5 in Other.
Safeguarding
Increased complexity in child and adult safeguarding is reflected in the significant increase in Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS) applications from 9 in
September to 24 in October.
The Safeguarding Team are working with the Learning Matters Team to plan virtual Safeguarding training sessions for level 1 & 2 Child and Adult Safeguarding and
Enhanced Mental Capacity Act (MCA/DoLS training). It is recognised that E&F staff who require level 1 training may not have access to computers.
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Clinical Effectiveness

19/11/2020

1.9

Norm

Low

Low

High

High

Norm

Norm

High

High
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Clinical Effectiveness – Forward Look / Trends

•
•
•

Trust mortality, as a crude percentage of admissions, remains as expected. Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR - 56 diagnosis groups) is as
expected and reduced from last month. The national Summary Hospital-level Indicator (SHMI) is as expected and has reduced from last month. SMR (all
diagnosis groups) is also as expected and has fallen slightly from the previous month.
A detailed review of the trusts position has been undertaken highlighting a number of data and process issues, looking at capacity (especially in the
emergency pathways), how we manage patient safety and also flagging areas of clinical concern. An action plan has been developed and is being
monitored.
In surgery, perioperative risk adjusted mortality and complications remain better than expected overall.

SHMI Predictor
The informatics team have developed a local SHMI proxy using our data to give
a forward projection, given the 6 month lag in the national figures being
released. The model to date has accurately tracked the shifting position in the
trust and the predictions are that our SHMI will continue to fall over the next
six months as the changes made have greater impact. This needs to be
monitored and refined, especially in light of the pandemic.
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Clinical Effectiveness – Look Forward / Trends
COVID-19 (Connected Care – COVID-EWS) Date Run: 17/11/2020

Maternity
•

•

The increased delivery rate in October has impacted on the
midwife to birth ratio, however 100% 1:1 care in labour has been
maintained. Vacancy levels remain at 14% with mitigation in place.
Short, medium and long term plans are in place to address the
current staff in post position. Work is continuing with the
recruitment team on permanent and temporary staffing solutions.
A review of our recruitment and selection process has been
completed and we are working with Learning and Development to
further improve this aspect of our service.
Referral pathways into AMU virtual ward for maternity women
with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 have been established.

•

•

Significant increase in per 100k rate in all LAs but
remains below national average

•

Including those tested in the community. Within
Berkshire West the virus is disproportionately
impacting females (60% vs. 50% nationally).

•

Positive cases split by age seems to match the
national picture but slightly higher levels in the 2029 age group.

•

The majority of positive cases within Berkshire
West are in the under 60s and at home.

•

There are currently 350 people that fall within an
‘at-risk’ cohort with a positive diagnosis. 96 of
which are in a health setting (average age range
75-87)

•

Of the 250 who are at home the average age is 51

Stroke
•

High risk TIA <24hr increased to 87%
(Sept 83%) and improved 4hr ASU target
increasing to 88% (Aug 83%).

•

All therapies perform consistently &
have achieved between 98%-100% on
their respective targets.

•

Overall length of stay (LoS) average now
15 days.

•

Notably fewer thrombolysed patients
with only 8 this month.

Cardiac Care

•

The Myocardial Infarction National
Audit Programme (MINAP) maintained a
door to balloon <150mins target of
100%.

•

Solid month for performance.

•

One call to door breach due to lack of
SCAS crew and distance from RBH.

To note, the National data opt-out becomes effective from September 30th and will affect the majority of NICOR audits, including MINAP, as well as SSNAP. Protocols are in planning to ensure
our audit submissions are fully compliant. Once implemented, this may result in two data sets presented: an ALL patient data set held locally, and a national audit ‘opt-out omitted’ data set.
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Clinical Effectiveness – Look Forward / Trends
Maternity Dashboard

Data Source

Previous Year
Average

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Total deliveries

CMIS

399

413

402

396

393

364

402

436

% births on MLU and
Home

CMIS

19%

9%

12%

11%

7%

9%

11%

Total elective CS rate

CMIS

15.00%

17.19%

15.68%

16.42%

18.83%

17.00%

18.41%

13.53%

Emergency rate

CMIS

14.00%

15.74%

16.17%

13.38%

12.47%

20.05%

13.68%

16.51%

Midwife: birth ratio
staff in post

ESR

01:29

01:30

01:31

01:31

01:31

01:29

01:31

01:32

Midwife: birth ratio
utilised workforce

ESR

01:27

01:27

01:27

01:27

01:28

01:25

01:26

01:28

Clinical Director

156

156

156

156

156

156

156

156

CMIS

3.73%

4.60%

4.98%

2.02%

2.80%

5.77%

3.98%

4.82%

Badgernet

5.50%

1.90%

3.90%

5%

8.00%

6.30%

5%

5.00%

Number of times unit
implemented diversion
policy

HOM

0.5

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

Number of times unit
attempted to divert but unable
to as no other unit can accept

HOM

0.1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Deliveries

Support in Labour

Weekly hours of dedicated
senior obstetric cover on
delivery suite

Maternal Morbidity

PPH ≥ 1500

Term babies admitted to
SCBU/NNICU
(unexpected)

Suspension of services

Number of women
diverted

HOM
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Patient Access

77.1%

95.5%

82.7%

95.3%

Cancer: 14 Day

93%

87.4%

6743

0

5297

1688
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Patient Access – Emergency and Flow
Patient Flow

•

During November as part of
the national COVID
response, the bed
occupancy definition has
been changed. This will be
reflected in future reports.

•

Based on the new Bed
Occupancy definition the
current level of occupancy
in c.90%

•

A&E attendances have
reduced through October
and this trend looks to be
continuing into the early
part of November

•

Trust remains noncompliant against the 4
hour waiting time standard.
Performance has dropped
below 90%.

•

Minor Injuries continue to
achieve the 4 hour standard.

•

The number of Ambulance
arrivals have returned to
pre COVID-19 levels –
comparable to the winter
period. Through October
the number of ambulance
handover delays has
increased.

•

Length of Stay and Stranded
remain below target
thresholds where we expect
flow to be impacted.

Emergency Dept

RBFT = Red Line
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Patient Access – Elective
Target

Phase 3 Recovery Expectations
Outpatient Activity (P3 Expectation)
Inpatient Activity (P3 Expectation)
Diagnostic Activity (P3 Expectation) (Endo/Rad)

Aug-20
90%
70%
90%

Sep-20
100%
80%
90%

Oct-20
100%
90%
100%

In Month
Expectation

Cancer > 104 days

RTT > 52 Weeks

14

1688

Zero - asap

Zero – 31 March 2021

•
•

P3 expectations met
P3 expectations do not account for changes to pathways, e.g. Triage,
PIFU and Advanced Advice and Guidance (AA&G) will reduce the
number of physical appointments

•
•
•

P3 expectations met
P3 expectations do not account for changes to pathways
E.g. Plastic Surgery have made adjustments which enables Day case
Procedures to be undertaken as Outpatient Procedure

•
•

P3 expectations met
P3 reporting includes Endoscopy and Radiology “Seen” activity

•
•
•
•

P3 expectations met
Cancer Treatment information (FDTs) reports 6 weeks behind
Early indication that cancer FDTs (31 day FDT) will be close to target.
As a result of work undertaken throughout the pandemic, the Cancer
PTL remains inside our local tolerance.
PTL size should be below the white line if performing well.

•
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Workforce, Staffing & Development

Invest in our Staff

• The Employee Relations team have now launched an easy to access and use tool for first line managers to support on a
range of issues from having difficult conversations to managing poor performance and attendance.
• Work continues on the Staff Health and Wellbeing Centre which we are hoping to be able to open in August 2021.
• Deep dives into future workforce needs for Stroke, ICU, Theatres and Therapies are now complete and a future workforce
symposium is being held in November 2020.
• Training for staff on dealing with violence and aggression from patients through the Maybo training route has
commenced, and external funding has been received to allow us to roll this out to wider staff groups.

Supporting health and
wellbeing

• The 2020 staff survey has been distributed to all staff, mostly by email but with paper forms to specific areas that do not
have easy access to emails and current response rate is 39.2%. We are actively encouraging areas with low return rates to
ensure that their views are heard. This years survey has additional questions around management of staff issues during
the first COVID-19 wave and it is imperative that we are able to capture this information to improve staff experience.
• The Trust OD department continues to deliver ‘decompression’ sessions for departments dealing with COVID-19 and is
working towards phase 2 of these sessions with wards/departments.
• COVID-19 Individual Risk Assessments (CIRAs) have been rolled out across the Trust, with new starters completing these as
part of their induction process.
• During the second phase of shielding we have been able to offer a higher number of employees a working from home
opportunity which was seen as an important part of feeling valued during the feedback from the first wave.

Enabling recovery

• Analysis of the people plan and onward actions identified.
• Work continues to provide COVID-19 safe workspaces and technology to ensure that we are able to support recovery and
innovation.
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Workforce, Staffing & Development – Forward Look & Trends
Appraisal Rate – Recent improvements in Appraisal compliance stalled in the month with improvements in Corporate, Estates & Networked off set by weaker results
in Urgent and Planned Care. The Learning and Development (L&D) & Organisational Development (OD) continue to monitor and chase up late appraisals.
Completed Mandatory Training – Mandatory and Statutory Training (MAST) compliance remained static on the month with improvements in Corporate off set by
weaker compliance in Urgent care. The end of the month marked a year since the new Learning Matters LMS was launched. The vast majority of Trust staff have now
signed up and the year has seen over 42000 course completions recorded on the system.
Rolling 12-month Sickness Absence – As expected with the higher levels of sickness absence earlier in the year due to COVID-19; the rolling sickness absence rate
remains above the Trust target of 3.3%, although it is continuing the month on month downward trend since this year’s peak in June. The monthly sickness absence
rate for September was 3.0%, which is a small reduction from the previous month and lower than that same monthly figure last year. For short term sickness, ‘Cough,
cold, flu is the reason recorded for the largest percentage of days lost, followed by ‘Infectious Diseases’ (for COVID-19 sickness) and ‘Gastro’. As previously reported,
the accuracy in recording of sickness reasons remains a concern. The reason category of ‘Other’ accounted for over 20% of long term absence in September. This
indicates that managers are either not using the system appropriately or are not updating the sickness reasons once this has been confirmed, either by the employee
or the medical certificate. The Employee Relations Team, alongside other Workforce colleagues, will continue to remind all managers of the importance of accurate
recording. The new Maintaining Health and Attendance Policy was launched during September, so on going support is being provided to managers in implementing
appropriate management measures to help improve attendance and address cases or patterns of concern. The use of this policy will be monitored over the coming
months to ascertain if the introduction of this, alongside the significant support of Occupational Health and health and wellbeing initiatives, supports managers in
achieving further reductions in sickness absence rates across the Trust.
Vacancy Rate – As expected with the higher levels of sickness absence earlier in the year due to COVID-19; the rolling sickness absence rate remains above the Trust
target of 3.3%, although it is continuing the month on month downward trend since this year’s peak in June. The monthly sickness absence rate for September was
3.0%, which is a small reduction from the previous month and lower than that same monthly figure last year.
Agency Spend – Agency spend decreased as percentage of the overall staffing costs in the month of October from the previous month. The vacancy number has
decreased which has an impact on demand, as well as the number of contractors paid outside of NHSP which declined significantly compared to September. The
demand for Nursing agency continues to grow due to staff sickness levels in some areas and additional patient capacity in ICU. Midwifery have the highest level of
agency fill across Nursing. The Temporary Staffing team continue to address this and have recently worked with the department to increase bank rates, this is already
demonstrating an upward trend with registrations on the bank. Temporary Staffing are working closely with Directors of Nursing to monitor agency usage across the
Trust.
Rolling 12-month Turnover – The Trust has seen a slight decrease in the turnover rate in October. We are currently reviewing our recognition and reward strategy to
ensure employees feel valued. The trust is working on creating roles that can offer more pastoral care for international nurses to help with the retention of staff. We
are still promoting our transfer scheme for band 5 staff nurses. The trust has invested in a Wellbeing Lead and this person will be starting in November.
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Health and Safety

Actual

Health and Safety Indicators
Incidents

Target
variance

Target

Aug

Sep

Oct

DoT

5

2

1

Musculoskeletal - Inanimate object

109
37
10
29
8
2

90
26
18
16
8
3

Staff receiving H&S realted training

Aug

Target
Type

Month

+/-

▼

-

-

103
43
11
21
7
7

▲

▲

-

-

Sep

Oct

DoT

Month

+/-

92.1%
76.5%
81.2%
89.7%
58.4%
90.3%
11

91.9%
82.5%
81.8%
90.6%
58.3%
90.6%
10

90.8%
83.5%
83.0%
90.7%
60.2%
91.4%
11

▼

▲

90.0%
90.0%
90.0%
90.0%
90.0%
-

0.8%
-6.5%
-7.0%
0.7%
-29.8%
-

Civil and Enforecment

Aug

Sep

Oct

DoT

Month

+/-

Personal Injury claims

0
1

1
1

1
2

◄►

-

-

RIDDOR reportable Incidents
Total non clinical incidents reported
Abuse/V&A (Patient to staff)
Body fluid exposure/needle stick injury
Building works
Slips and Trips

Manual Handling non patient every 3 years
Conflict Resolution
Fire (Annual)
Nursing and AHP Manual handling training every 3 years
Doctors manual handling training every 3 years
Health and Safety Training
Health and Safety inspections/advisory visits

Interaction with Regulators

▲
▼
▲
▼

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

▲

>
>
>
>
>
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Health and Safety

The Overall RAG rating (Red, Amber, Green) is a subjective risk rating determined by the Head of Estates. By using a variety of records and information, it is an agreed
but subjective view of the key item as an overall risk view. The Datix risk assessment accounts for entries which highlight a particular risk in that key item category
and using the Datix matrix for scoring.
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8. Finance – Achieving Financial Sustainability

CQC - Excellence / Integrity
CARE - Resourceful
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All National Indicators - Trend

National Indicators
Incidents

Actual

Target
variance

Target
DoT

Target
Type

Month

+/-

7

▲

N

TBC

-

0

◄►

N

TBC

-

15

22

▲

N

TBC

-

0

0

◄►

N

1

-1

Aug

Sep

Oct

Meeting the C.Diff objective

4

4

C.Diff due to lapses in care

1

0

C.Diff (Cummulative)

9

MRSA

0
4

7

3

▼

N

-

-

0.31

0.57

0.11

▼

N

1.00

-0.89

Category 2 avoidable pressure ulcers

2

2

2

◄►

N

5.00

-3.00

Category 3 or 4 avoidable pressure ulcers (SI)

0

1

0

▼

N

0.00

0.00

3.83
13.2%

4.73
10.8%

4.64
11.8%

▼
▲

N
N

5.00
7.0%

-0.36
4.8%

1

1

1

◄►

N

0

1

90.0%

90.5%

90.4%

▼

N

95.0%

-4.6%

Friends and Family Test (FFT) Response Inpatients

-

-

-

-

N

30.0%

-

FFT Recommendation Rates Inpatients

-

-

-

-

N

98.0%

-

FFT Recommendation Rates Maternity

-

-

-

-

N

95.0%

-

Single sex accommodation - breaches (Excluding Emergency Department
Observation Bays)

-

-

-

-

N

0

-

18 Weeks: incomplete pathways (%)

41.1%

48.7%

55.4%

▲

N

92.0%

-36.6%

18 Weeks: incomplete pathways (number)

44938

45177

45927

▲

N

-

-

Diagnostics Waiting < 6 weeks (DM01) (%)

78.8%

86.0%

0.0%

-

N

99.0%

-13.0%

Percent of Ambulatory Care of Non elective Admissions

24.1%

23.5%

22.5%

▼

N

-

-

Number of Delayed Transfers of Care (No. of patients)

-

-

-

-

N
N

-

-

Ecoli (trust acquired) infections
Pressure Ulcer Incidence per 1 000 bed days

Patient Falls per 1 000 bed days
Patient Safety Incidents/100 Admissions
Never Events
% of relevant staff who have had Safeguarding Children Level 1 Training

Number of Delayed Transfers of Care (Lost bed days)

-

-

-

-

N

0

-

5.8

6.0

6.1

▲

N

-

-

24.1%

23.5%

22.5%

▼

N

-

-

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

◄►

N

5.0%

-

92.4%

92.6%

88.0%

▼

N
N

0
95.0%

-7.0%

Ambulance Handover : 30 Minutes

52

89

▲

N

0

89

Ambulance Handover : 60 Minutes

2

5

▼

N

0

5

Cancer 2 week wait: cancer suspected

93.7%

95.3%

94.9%

▼

N

93.0%

1.9%

Cancer 2 week wait: breast patients

97.4%
94.9%

92.8%
95.5%

96.0%
96.8%

▲

Cancer 31 day wait: to first treatment

▲

N
N

93.0%
96.0%

3.0%
0.8%

Cancer 31 day wait: drug treatments

Delayed Transfers of Care (%)
Average non-elective length of stay - excluding 0 day LOS (Length of Stay)
Percent of Ambulatory Care of Non elective Admissions
Cancelled Ops not re-scheduled < 28 days (%)
Urgent Operations Cancelled 2nd time
A&E 4hr Limit (RBH combined)

100.0%

98.2%

100.0%

▲

N

98.0%

2.0%

Cancer 31 day wait: surgery

81.5%

95.0%

90.3%

▼

N

94.0%

-3.7%

Cancer 31 day wait: radiotherapy

98.3%
75.0%

95.7%
72.7%

94.2%
100.0%

▼

N
N

94.0%
-

0.2%
-

76.6%
100.0%

82.7%
92.9%

79.9%
93.3%

▼
▲

N
N

85.0%
80.0%

-5.1%
13.3%

38

22

0

▼

N

0

22

62 day consultant upgrade: all cancers
62 Day GP Ref
62 Day screen Ref
Incomplete 104 day waits

▲
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All National Indicators - Trend
National Indicators

Actual

Target
Target
Type

Month

N
N

85.0%
95.0%

N
N

-

▲

N
N

95.0%

88.0%

▲

N

90.0%

91.0%

81.0%

▼

N

80.0%

96.0%

98.0%

96.0%

▼

N

0.0%

89.0%

83.0%

87.0%

▲

N

90.0%

8

13

15

▲

N

14.00

Door to needle time <60mins

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

◄►

N

95.0%

Proportion of S&LT communication assessments <72 hrs

100.0%

96.0%

100.0%

▲

N

95.0%

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP): Call to Balloon target less of
than 150 minutes

100.0%

100.0%

0.0%

◄►

N

82.0%

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP): Call-to-Balloon target of less
than 120 minutes

91.0%

92.0%

0.0%

▲

N

86.0%

100.0%

100.0%

0.0%

◄►

N

97.0%

100.0%
17.0%

100.0%
18.4%

100.0%
13.5%

◄►

N
N

98.0%
12.0%

3.0%
4.0%

3.0%
6.0%

3.0%
8.0%

◄►

N
N

4.0%
20.0%

0
6.3%

0
5.0%

0
5.0%

◄►
◄►

N
N

0
5.0%
-

Aug

Sep

Oct

DoT

70.6%
95.9%

75.0%
0.0%

92.6%
0.0%

▲

53
0

57
0

59
1

▲

0.0%
73.0%

0.0%
60.0%

1.7%
79.0%

▲

84.0%

83.0%

93.0%

Proportion of stroke patients scanned within 12 hours of hospital arrival
Proportion of people with high risk TIA fully investigated and treated within 24hrs
(IPM national target)

Fractured Neck of Femur: Surg in 36 hours
VTE Risk Assessment
VTE Incidence (Hospital & Community Acquired)
Datix: Number of VTE Incidence (Hospital Acquired)
Datix: % VTE Incidence (Hospital Acquired)
Seen by Stroke Consultant within 14 hours
Proportion of patients admitted directly to an acute stroke unit within 4 hours of
hospital arrival
Proportion of patients spending 90% of their inpatient stay on a specialist stroke unit
(national target)

Average Length of Stay (LOS) from admission to discharge (days)

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP): Door-to-Balloon target of less
than 90 minutes
Women giving birth: 1:1 delivery of care
Caesarean Sections - Elective
Homebirths - No of deliveries (proportion of total)
MLU No of deliveries (proportion of total)
No of times women diverted
Percentage of Unexpected NICU admissions over 37 weeks

▲

▼
▼

375

411

438

▲

N

Singleton pregnancy births 16+0-23+6 weeks

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

◄►

N

-

Singleton pregnancy from 24 weeks to 36+6

3.8%
0.0%

3.5%
0.0%

▼

Percentage babies born < 3rd centile > 37+6 weeks gestation

5.1%
0.0%

◄►

N
N

8.0%
-

Percentage of babies born >39+6 and <10th centile

0.3%

0.5%

1.1%

▲

N

-

Appraisal rate

81.2%

83.6%

83.7%

▲

N

95.0%

Completed Mandatory Training

Number of births

85.4%

86.4%

86.3%

▼

N

90.0%

Rolling 12 month Sickness absence

3.9%

3.9%

3.9%

▼

N

3.3%

Vacancy rate

6.0%

6.1%

5.8%

▼

N

6.0%

Agency spend % of total staff cost

1.8%

3.3%

3.0%

▼

N

3.0%

14.0%

13.8%

13.6%

▼

N

13.0%

91.6%

93.7%

94.5%

▲

N

90.0%

101.1%

97.2%

97.0%

▼

N

90.0%

Rolling 12 month Workforce Turnover
% Fill rate of Registered Nurse Shifts (RN)
% Fill rate of Care Support Worker Shifts (CSW)
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1

Summary

1.1

The Trust has reported results £(16.63)m behind revised NHS Improvement (NHSI) Control
Total as at YTD M07, October 2020
(a) Performance against budget is £(3.25)m adverse
(i)

Income £9.74m ahead of plan. This is largely driven by:
(a) Current block income received in advance
(b) Top up income received and accrued to return the Trust to breakeven in M01M06

(ii)

Pay £(11.47)m over budget driven by:
(a) Nursing £(5.76)m and Medical £(3.36)m
(b) This overspend largely relates to COVID-19 response and is covered by the top
up income M01-M06

(iii) Non Pay £(2.07)m over budget driven by:
(a) Assumed QIPP in budget £(5.88)m
(b) Offset by Drugs £2.71m and Clinical Supplies £3.88m underspends due to
activity levels
2

Conclusion and Next Steps

2.1

The committee is asked to NOTE the report

3

Attachments

3.1

The following are attached to this report:
(a) Appendix 1 – Acting Director of Finance Report
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8. Finance – Achieving Financial Sustainability

CQC - Excellence / Integrity
CARE - Resourceful

Finance summary dashboard – Month 07, October, 2020/21

Red – diamond
Amber – triangle
Green - circle

Green circle means actual is within +/-1% of plan, amber triangle is
from 1-5%, and red diamond is more than 5% ahead of or adverse to
plan

Note: Original Control Total is the Control total in the plan submitted to NHS England and
Improvement in March 2020. The Revised Control Total is the target under the revised financial
regime during Covid-19. The actual performance excludes the value of top up income to return
the Trust to breakeven during the Covid-19 response period.

Note: Cash is £42.14m ahead of plan, largely due to the revised cash regime in operation for
M01-M07. The Trust received during October £34.78m block income in advance for November

Note: Pay costs in March 2020 included £10.15m related to pension contributions
made on behalf of the Trust. This item was not cash related and not in the run rate

Note: c£2.59m of the actual and committed capital YTD is due to
COVID-19 related capital awaiting re-imbursement

Page 3
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Key Messages from the Acting Director of Finance
Month 07 2020/21
Income and Expenditure
•

•

Performance against control total
–

The Trust has moved to the revised funding regime as of M07, October, which will be in place until 31 March 2021. This includ es the block funding plus growth and an element for
Covid spend, but does not assure funding to a monthly breakeven position. The Trust Use of Resources Rating is 3, the highest (best ) rating available being 1, the worst being 4

–

Month 7 in month and YTD financial performance is in line with the forecast as approved by the Board in October and submitted to NHSE/I

–

Overall financial performance YTD reflects the hospital responding to COVID-19 and the Trust response to the NHSE/I Phase 3 Recovery Plan.

Patient care Income
–

•

•

•

Patient income includes the main block payment of £37.12m alongside those items not included in the block such as Private Patient Income and Overseas Income

Other Income
–

Other income is £13.12m ahead of plan which includes the top up elements of COVID -19 funding for M01 – M06 totalling £15.58m. Under the new funding regime there is no
direct COVID-19 funding.

–

The removal of the funding impacts on the Other income which is reflected with Other income being behind against plan largely due to reduced parking income, rental unit income
and reduced level of clinical services

–

The updated NHS 2020/21 funding regime is taking effective from M07. Ahead of this NHSI have requested Trusts to confirm that the impact of the Elective Incentive Scheme,
that is part of the new regime, has not been included within the M07 results. In addition all Trusts are asked to confirm to the Board that no adjustment has been made. We
confirm that none has been made and that activity is in line with forecast

–

The M07, October, pay position is £(11.47)m overspent against budget YTD, an increase of £(1.08)m from M06. The spend represe nts the Trust increasing in activity levels to near
normal, following the first wave of pandemic, it is, in M07 managing a number of patients testing positive for Covid -19. Whilst overall activity is lower than plan the additional
costs of responding to the pandemic and subsequent recovery has generated an overspend against plan. Until M06 This cost has been recovered through the top up claim to
NHSE/I up to M06, although this financial regime has changed for M07 onwards

Pay

Non Pay
–

Non pay is overspent against plan by £(2.07)m at M07 YTD, October, a significant deterioration of £(1.35)m in month. This is largely due to unachieved budgeted QIPP.
Furthermore, variable cost spend has started to increase in line with the return to elective activity in line with plan
Balance Sheet
•

•

Cash position

–

The cash and cash equivalents held by the Trust is £42.14m above the planned level. This is driven by the receipt in October of the November block value £37.12m, NHSE/I have
deferred payment of PDC dividends to M08, November, and offset by the capital items below

–

As at the end of September the Trust has incurred £5.60m of expenditure relating to COVID-19; £3.01m revenue (M06) and £2.59m capital (M01 –M02) awaiting reimbursement.
There have been both regional and national reviews of COVID-19 claims for which cash re-imbursement is awaited (excluding the IM&T element £1.40m). This continues to be
pursued with the regional team. Under the revised financial regime, recovery of Covid costs is built into prospective payment s

Debtors
–

•

Creditors

–
•

Non NHS Debtor Days are within plan, where focused credit control continues to recover cash on balances in the overseas debt ledger

Creditors are over plan at M07 largely due to increased capital expenditure

Capital plan
–

At Month 07 the Trust has spent £17.98m of its capital programme (including £0.36m of donated capital). In addition commitments have been made for a further £13.77m.

2
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Trust Cash position M07 2020/21

Key messages
•
•

•

•
•

Closing cash position is £59.81m, an increase of £5.91m from the
opening position
The cash and cash equivalents held by the Trust is £42.14m above the
expected balance reported within the budget. This is largely due to
receipt of November block payment in advance, £37.12m, PDC dividend
now due in M08, £3.42m and partially offset by increased expenditure
related to COVID-19 for which re-imbursement is awaited £3.01m
(revenue M06, expected M09) and £2.59m (capital M01 –M02).
£1.41m cash was received in October relating to August‘s retrospective
top up to break even. The M05 top up was only received in part with a
£(0.32)m shortfall. Due to the calculation of PDC dividends for the year,
the Trust has re-assessed the position and reduced the Top Up accrual
and PDC accrual accordingly
The Trust cash position at the present time is good. However the
liquidity is at risk rating of 4, see page 22, which is largely driven by the
increase in current liabilities due to one month’s income in advance.
The maximum cash level in month was £87.97m, and the minimum was
3
£49.46m
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Patient Income Summary – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages

•
•

•

Daycase
Elective
Outpatients
Non-elective
A&E
Drugs & Devices
Other patient income
Total patient income

Actual
£2.57m
£2.10m
£5.99m
£9.27m
£2.01m
£3.74m
£10.58m
£36.26m

Variance
M07
Plan
RAG
To Plan
£3.04m
-£0.47m
£2.19m
-£0.09m
£7.05m
-£1.05m
£9.84m
-£0.58m
£2.44m
-£0.43m
£3.94m
-£0.20m
£8.09m
£2.49m
-£0.33m
£36.59m

•

•

•

YTD M07 Total Patient Income is £3.37m behind budget.
The most significant absolute variances within this are under performances of
£(18.05)m against Outpatient, £(16.23)m against Daycase & Elective combined
and £(7.37)m against Non Elective, a combined adverse variance of £(41.65)m
offset by an over performance against Other Patient Income of £44.22m (see
below for details).
The COVID-19 situation has materially impacted upon all elective activity
(Daycase/Elective/Outpatients) within YTD M07, with a collective shortfall vs
budget of £(34.28)m. This is offset by the COVID-19 Block funding arrangement
in place with commissioners with whom we have contracts. This funding
mechanism will be in place until at least the end of March 2021.
Within Outpatients it should be noted that Non Face To Face (NFTF) activity in
YTD M07 totalled over 65,000, representing a 299% increase on the same period
last year, driven initially by the necessity to move activity off the Hot Covid site
and subsequently by a continuation of seeing patients in this way.
As noted above, there is over performance of £44.22m against Other Patient
Income. This is largely explained by the inclusion of a £51.76m adjustment to
align Total patient income value up from the value of actual activity seen in YTD
M07 to the aforementioned COVID-19 Block value.
The Trust is currently working in line with the Phase 3 recovery plan per Slide 1.

Red – diamond Amber – triangle Green - circle

4
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Patient Activity Summary YTD – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages
• By POD (Point Of Delivery), and on a YTD basis, the activity
variances against Plan greater than +/-20% are as follows:
• Elective is (53)%, (2,064) Spells, behind Plan
• Daycase is (40)%, (10,132) Spells, behind Plan
• Outpatients are (26)%, (85,098) Attendances, behind
Plan
• A&E is (23)%, (20,209) Attendances, behind Plan

5
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Patient Activity Summary In Month – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages
• Bubble charts showing the Patient Activity Summary by Care Group, as at M07 in isolation
• The aim is for these charts to demonstrate activity performance post-Covid

6
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Other Income Summary – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages

Red – diamond Amber – triangle Green - circle

• YTD M07 Other Income is £13.12m ahead of plan.
• This is due to inclusion of £15.58m ‘Retrospective Top Up’
(the ‘COVID-19 Claim’ line in the table opposite) in respect
of M1-6, which is additional income to bring the Trust to a
breakeven position. Other Income is now behind plan inmonth due to the fact that there is no longer a
retrospective top up to breakeven. Note - from M7-12
funding is now fixed in nature, is prospective rather than
retrospective, and is ICS rather than NHSE direct funded.
• Income in respect of Education and Training is £0.36m
ahead of plan due to additional Training income that has
been received from HEE (Health Education England).
• MRET (Marginal Rate Emergency Tariff) is not applicable
during the COVID-19 Block funding period. The Grants
actual value of £4.93m does, however, include £4.50m of
COVID-19 Top Up funding from NHSE/ICS as part of the
COVID-19 Block funding regime.
• The £(1.36)m adverse variance re Non patient care to
other bodies is due to reduced levels of clinical services
and clinical staff provided income, as a result of the
COVID-19 situation.
• Other operating income is £(1.04)m behind plan, largely
due to free car parking in place for both staff and visitors
combined with payroll refunds to staff in respect of
parking permits, in prior months, in response to the
COVID-19 situation. As a result there is an adverse Car
Parking income variance of £(0.82)m against plan.
• Note: In the graph opposite, the movement in December
was caused by the de-recognition of PSF, whilst the March
spike was due to an NHSI mandated recognition of NHSE
additional pension contribution central funding.

7
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Pay Summary – Trust level M07 2020/21

Red – diamond
Amber – triangle
Green - circle

Key messages
• Pay is £(1.08)m overspent against budget in M07, £(11.47)m YTD
• Medical pay is £(0.41)m overspent in M07, of which Agency
Medical spend accounts for £(0.13)m. This contributes to £(3.36)m
overspend YTD, largely caused by Covid-19 demands
• Nursing is £(0.40)m overspent in M07, leading to a YTD position of
£(5.76)m YTD, largely due to Q1 and Q2 Covid costs within UCG

8
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Nursing Pay – Trust level M07 2020/21

Red – diamond
Amber – triangle
Green - circle

Key messages
• The expenditure on Nursing Pay is above plan in month by £(0.40)m,
£(5.76)m YTD, this represents a slight increase in actual spend of
£(0.20)m on the M06 position, due to temporary staffing spend
• This YTD overspend is largely attributable to COVID-19 pressures,
£(6.38)m as at M06 (including all nursing and support to nursing),
with a further £0.17m of identified costs as at M07. M07 Covid costs
are not automatically covered to break even, as in M01-M06 through
the retrospective top-up. The current ICS settlement includes income
to cover our expected costs, including an element of Covid funding
• By area, the M07 overspend is located as follows: UCG £(0.28)m and
PCG £(0.07)m

9
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AHP, Scientists and Pharmacists Pay – Trust level M07 2020/21

Red – diamond
Amber – triangle
Green - circle

Key messages
• The expenditure on AHPs, Scientists and Pharmacists is £(0.01)m
favourite to plan in M07, £(1.14)m YTD
• Care Groups are largely underspent within this staff group, with the
exception of PAMS within UCG, £(0.05)m overspent in M07, which is
largely due to permanent and temporary staff costs attributed to
Covid

10
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Medical Pay – Trust level M07 2020/21

Red – diamond
Amber –
triangle
Green - circle

Key messages
• The expenditure on Medical Pay is above plan by £(0.41)m in M07,
£(3.36)m YTD. This is largely due to temporary staffing spend.
• Agency Medical spend contributed to the overspend by £(0.13)m with
significant spend areas including Oncology £(0.06)m, Abdominal Surgery
£(0.03)m and Urgent Care Covid costs £(0.04)m

11
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Administration Pay – Trust level M07 2020/21

Red – diamond
Amber – triangle
Green - circle

Please note the negative pay position in M10 (January) was due to
capitalisation of IM&T staff costs

Key messages
• Expenditure on Administration was favourable to plan at M07 £0.09m,
and £0.67m underspent YTD
• Care Group position is favourable to budget (net of COVID-19 costs)
• The spike in Admin agency costs in April and May relates to the IM&T
response to COVID-19

12
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Pay Summary - Agency – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages
• Agency spend exceeded the NHSI agency
cap YTD at M07
• In month the Trust remained within the
NHSI Agency Cap
• Spend has continued to increased
significantly in Nursing compared to the
same time last year, and is due to the
response to the pandemic

Note: Increase in Agency WTE in Corporate Area is due to the recoding of temporary staff
into the Trust’s central Covid cost centre (Corporate – other), this is being manually
transferred to the location of the originating order from M03

13
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Non Pay Summary – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages

Red – diamond Amber – triangle Green - circle

• Non Pay is overspent against budget in M07 by £(1.35)m,
£(2.07)m YTD
• This shift in position was expected with the hospital
increasing its elective activity in line with plan, following the
first wave of the pandemic
• Drug costs remained underspent in M07 £0.30m, and
£2.71m YTD
• Clinical Supplies spent increased by £(0.07)m month on
month, but remained underspent in M07 £0.37m, and
£3.88m YTD
• High level planned savings (QIPP) are being reported to
NHSE/I in M07. Many of these are budgeted in
Miscellaneous thus causing a YTD adverse position of
£(5.88)m. This is being offset in other categories due to
lower activity than plan
• Premises costs YTD include the cost of the pop-up
supermarket and the village accommodation from during
Wave 1 of the pandemic
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Additional Sessions – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages: The Patchwork system is the new online app for consultants and other medical staff shifts
• The M07 spend of £(0.22)m is below the YTD run rate, and marginally increased from M06
• Total demand has increased from the M06 position by 45 shifts
• The number of shifts filled by bank was 374, compared to 38 agency. There was a slight increase in total unfilled shifts, relative to
demand
• Urgent Care continues to be the highest area of spend through Patchwork, including A&E £(0.05)m, AMU £(0.07)m
Month 7, October 2020
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COVID-19 Cost Profile: Revenue – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages
• There is no NHSI Retrospective Top-Up for M07. Covid-19 costs were forecast as a part of the Q2F which are to be met within existing
trust funding
• The M05 NHSI Retrospective Top-Up has been received in part, with the Trust receiving £1.41m from a claim of £1.73m. Due to the
calculation of PDC dividends for the year, the Trust has re-assessed the position and reduced the Top Up accrual accordingly
• Due to additional validations being undertaken by NHSE/I, the Trust has been advised that the M06 Retrospective Top Up will not be
received until mid-December
• The M07 Covid-19 cost of £(1.58)m will not be funded by the NHSE/I Retrospective Top-Up

Type
Contract Activity Income
Private Patient Income
Income
Car Parking Income
Other Operating Income

March
April
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
(M12
(M01
(M03
(M02
(M05
(M04
(M06
2019/20) 2020/21) 2020/21) 2020/21) 2020/21) 2020/21) 2020/21)
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.20
0.05
0.02
0.08
0.02
0.15
0.11
0.05
0.09
0.11
0.12
0.08
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.00
0.03
0.15
0.00
0.09
0.05
0.00

Oct
(M07
2020/21)
£m
0.72
0.02
0.10
0.02

Medical Staff
Nursing
PAMs
Pharmacists
Scientist and PTBs
Ancillary & Maintenance
Admin & Management

0.11
0.28
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.03
0.05

0.42
1.34
0.09
0.02
0.01
0.07
0.45

0.36
1.42
0.13
0.03
0.04
0.15
0.15

0.46
0.78
0.17
0.02
0.06
0.19
0.05

0.37
0.40
0.11
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.17

0.14
0.26
0.10
0.00
0.02
0.11
0.11

0.15
0.17
0.15
0.00
0.02
0.09
0.17

0.11
0.23
0.04
0.00
0.03
0.07
0.07

Drugs
Clinical Service & Supplies
General Supplies & Services
Non Pay
Establishment Expenses
Prem, Trans & Fixed Plant
Miscellaneous Services
Total COVID-19 Revenue Costs

0.17
0.24
0.03
0.03
0.09
0.03
1.39

0.08
0.81
0.00
0.00
0.29
0.00
4.30

0.04
0.35
0.11
0.02
0.06
0.02
3.69

0.02
0.25
0.12
0.05
0.38
0.12
3.18

0.02
0.30
0.01
0.09
0.06
0.11
2.45

0.05
0.22
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
1.73

0.01
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.19
0.08
1.67

0.04
0.08
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
1.58

Pay
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COVID-19 Cost Profile: Capital – Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages
• A capital return has been submitted for capital costs incurred in line with the table below
• In addition, capital requests have been made to NHSE/I in relation to Oxygen Generation Plant (£0.4m) and Chillers (£0.8m) that were
installed urgently in response to Covid. The funding for the Oxygen Generation Plant has now been agreed. The Trust awaits
confirmation of the funding for the Chillers
• In the absence of funding approval for Covid Capital items submitted post May 2020, the Trust Medical Equipment Group have
reviewed the 2020/21 Medical Equipment budget and identified slippage to accommodate the Medical Equipment items. Other items
have been taken forward at Trust risk

Covid Capital Retrospective Claims
March
April
May
(M12
(M01
(M02
2019/20) 2020/21) 2020/21)
£m
£m
£m
Type
Estates
0.06
0.03
0.02
IM&T
1.31
0.67
0.77
Capital
Medical Equipment
0.04
0.59
0.41
Other
0.00
0.10
0.00
Total COVID-19 Capital Costs
1.40
1.39
1.20

Covid Capital Scheme - Approval Requests submitted to NHSE/I
Covid Scheme
£m
Operational?
Ophthalmology - Medical Retina Screening Cameras
0.36
No
Radiology - Home Reporting capability
0.09
No
Additional remote working IT capability
0.23
No
Covid public health guidance enabling estates
0.13
No
Operational and Executive remote management enablement
0.05
No
Oxygen Generation Plant
0.40
Yes
Chillers
0.80
Yes
Total
2.06
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Appendices
Acting Director of Finance Report
October 2020

Appendix (i)
Appendix (ii)
Appendix (iii)
Appendix (iv)
Appendix (v)

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Statement of Financial Position
Care Group and Corporate Financials
Use of Resources Risk Rating
Reconciliation of Reported Finances to Control Total Performance
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Appendix i: I&E Detail – Trust level M07 2020/21

Red – diamond
Amber – triangle
Green - circle
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Appendix ii: Balance Sheet, Cash & Capital –
Trust level M07 2020/21
Key messages
Balance Sheet movements/variances
• Non-current assets: £(49.40)m adverse to plan
due to :
• Revaluation of Trust estate £(12.0)m in
2019/20 after this plan was submitted
• Non adoption of IFRS16 (leases) which
would have seen leased assets
capitalised as of 1st April. This had been
assumed in the plan £(34.0)m
• Current Assets (excl cash): above plan by
£4.25m due to inventories £0.61m,
prepayments £3.84m, receivables £(3.49)m
and accrued income £3.34m (driven by COVID19 claim)
• Cash: variance caused by November’s income
in advance, £37.12m, and deferral of PDC to
M08 £3.42m
• Current Liabilities are £(37.96)m higher than
plan due to the following principal areas:
• Receipts of block income in advance
£(37.12)m – 2020/21 block contract
regime
• Current Accruals £(12.99)m over plan,
in part due to costs incurred by the
Trust returning to normal activity levels
post Covid
• Non adoption of IFRS16 £15.23m
• Non Current liabilities are £24.93m favourable
to plan due to the non adoption of IFRS16
Red – diamond Amber – triangle Green - circle
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Appendix iii: Care Group and Corporate Financials M07 2020/21

Red – diamond Amber – triangle Green - circle
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Appendix iv: Use of Resources Rating M07 2020/21
Use of Resources (Actual)

Oct-20

Capital Service, total

£m

(-ve)

(6,029)

Revenue Available for Capital Service

£m

(+/-ve)

17,030

Capital Service Cover metric
Capital Service Cover rating

Working capital balance (for use in FSRR rating calculation)
Operating Expenses within EBITDA, Total

0.0x
Rating

from SoFP
from SoCI

Liquidity metric
Liquidity rating

Adjusted financial performance surplus/(deficit)
Total Income
I&E Margin - Actual YTD 30 June 2019
I&E Margin rating

from SoCI

2.82
1

£m
£m

(+/-ve)
(-ve)

(26,272)
(261,452)

Days
Rating

214

(21.50)
4

£m

(+/-ve)

45

£m

(+ve)

277,011

%
Rating

0.02%

%
%

0.02%
0.20%

I&E Variance from NHSI Plan
I&E Variance From NHSI Plan rating

%
Rating

-0.18%

Agency metric
Agency rating

%
Rating

-2.68%

Use Of Resources Rating after overrides
(Weighting ratio is 20%)

Rating

3

I&E Margin - Actual YTD 30 June 2019
I&E Margin - NHSI Annual Plan YTD 31 March 2019

2

2

1
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Appendix v: Reconciliation of Reported Finances to Control
Total Performance M07 2020/21
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Navigation Key
Legend for tables

Definition
Green rating: Unless otherwise specified, green means within 1% of plan/target (either
greater or less than) in Care Groups and on or better than plan in corporates
- In the case of cash and creditor days, there is no boundary on variances in excess of plan
(e.g. if creditor days target is 30 and actual creditor days are 31, this is will be green rated
and if creditor days are 56, this will also be green rated)
- In the case of debtor days, there is no boundary on variances less than plan (e.g. if debtor
days target is 30 and actual debtor days are 29, this is will be green rated and if debtor
days are 5, this will also be green rated)
- In the case of Capital, green means any result positive to plan
Amber rating: Unless otherwise specified, amber means between 1% and 5% of plan/target
(either greater or less than)
Red rating: Unless otherwise specified, red means 5% more than plan/target or 5% less than
plan/target

Better than last month
Worse than last month
No change from last month

Table metrics
1. All figures are in £’M to 2 decimal places unless otherwise specified
2. References to Plan refer to the Control Total as filed in May 2019 with NHS Improvement
3. Forecast is a rolling 2+10, 3+9 forecast and is updated each month to reflect the latest position
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Title:
Agenda item no:
Meeting:
Date:
Presented by:
Prepared by:

Standing Orders Annual Review
8.1
Board of Directors
25 November 2020
Caroline Lynch, Trust Secretary
Hannah Travers, Deputy Trust Secretary

Purpose of the Report The Trust’s Standing Orders are reviewed on an annual basis. Minor
changes have been made that include
 5.9 – removal of Restructuring Oversight Committee
 4.47 – Quorum of Board meeting updated to include additional
Board members.
 Erlegh House had been included as part of the Trust’s principal
places of business
Substantive job titles have been retained for the Chief Finance Officer
and Chief Executive whilst the Directors are on secondment between
August 2020-February 2021.

Report History

Audit & Risk Committee – 11 November 2020

What action is
required?
Assurance

The Board is asked to approve the Standing Orders.
Information

Resource Impact:

Discussion/input



Decision/approval

None

Relationship to Risk in
6.
BAF:
Strategic objectives This report impacts on (tick all that apply)::






Provide the highest quality care
Invest in our staff and live out our values
Drive the development of integrated services
Cultivate innovation and transformation
Achieve long-term financial sustainability

1. Leadership



2. Vision & Strategy



3. Culture

Not applicable

 4. Governance

5. Risks, Issues &
Performance



6. Information
Management



7. Engagement



8. Learning &
Innovation

Confidentiality (FoI): Private

Public

Well Led Framework applicability:




Publication
Published on website
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Board of Directors

Standing Orders

Agreed:
Last Reviewed

September 2014
October 20192020
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INTRODUCTION
Statutory Framework
The Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust (the Trust) is a public benefit corporation
authorised by the Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts under the Health and
Social Care Act 2012.
The Trust’s principal places of business are:

Royal Berkshire Hospital London Road
Reading
RG1 5AN

West Berkshire Community Hospital
Benham Hill
Thatcham
Berkshire
RG18 3AS

Bracknell Healthspace
Eastern Gate
Brants Bridge
Bracknell
Berkshire
RG12 9RT

Townlands Memorial Hospital
York Road
Henley-on-Thames
Oxfordshire
RG9 2DR

Prince Charles Eye Unit
King Edward VII Hospital
St Leonard's Road
Windsor
SL4 3DP
Princes House
73a London Rd
Reading
Berkshire
RG1 5UZ

Windsor Dialysis
Satellite Unit
1 Maidenhead Road
Windsor
SL4 5EY
Dingley Child Development Centre
Erlegh House,
Earley Gate, Whiteknights Road,
University of Reading Campus,
Reading RG6 6BZ.

NHS Trusts are governed by statute, mainly the Health and Social Care Act 2012, by their
constitutions and by the terms of their authorisation by the Independent Regulator (the
Regulatory Framework).
The functions of the Trust are conferred by the Regulatory Framework.
As a body corporate the Trust has specific powers to contract in its own name and to act as a
corporate trustee. In the latter role it is accountable to the Charity Commission for those funds
deemed to be charitable. The Trust also has a common law duty as a bailee for patients'
property held by the Trust on behalf of patients.

Delegation of Powers
Under the Standing Orders relating to the Arrangements for the Exercise of Functions (SO 4)
the Board exercises its powers to make arrangements for the exercise, on behalf of the Trust,
of any of its functions by a committee or sub-committee appointed by virtue of SO 5 or by an
officer of the Trust, in each case subject to such restrictions and conditions as the Board thinks
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fit or as Monitor may direct. Delegated Powers are covered in a separate document
(Reservation of Powers to the Board and Delegation of Powers). That document is incorporated
within the Standing Financial Instructions and has effect as if incorporated into the Standing
Orders.
1.

INTERPRETATION
1.1

Save as permitted by law, and subject to the Constitution, at any meeting the
Chair of the Trust shall be the final authority on the interpretation of Standing
Orders (on which he/she should be advised by the Chief Executive or
Secretary).

1.2

Any expression to which a meaning is given in the Health Service Acts or in the
Regulations or Orders made under the Acts shall have the same meaning in this
interpretation and in addition:

"ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER" shall be the Officer responsible and accountable for funds entrusted
to the Trust. He/She shall be responsible for ensuring the proper stewardship of public funds
and assets. For this Trust it shall be the Chief Executive.
"TRUST" means the Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust.
"BOARD" means the Board of Directors as constituted in accordance with the Constitution of the
Trust.
“COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS” means the Council of Governors as constituted in accordance with
the Constitution, which has the same meaning as the Board of Governors in the 2003 Act.
"BUDGET" shall mean a resource, expressed in financial terms, proposed by the Board for the
purpose of carrying out, for a specific period, any or all of the functions of the Trust.
"CHAIR" is the person appointed by the Council of Governors to lead the Board and to ensure
that it successfully discharges its overall responsibility for the Trust as a whole. The expression
“the Chair of the Trust” shall be deemed to include the Deputy Chair of the Trust if the Chair is
absent from the meeting or is otherwise unavailable.
"CHIEF EXECUTIVE" shall mean the chief executive officer of the Trust.
"COMMITTEE" shall mean a sub-committee appointed by the Board.
"COMMITTEE MEMBERS" shall be persons formally appointed by the Board to sit on or to chair
specific committees.
"DEPUTY CHAIR" means the non-executive Director appointed by the Trust to take on the
Chair’s duties if the Chair is absent for any reason.
"DIRECTOR" means a member of the Board of Directors.
“HE/SHE & HIS/HERS” shall refer to the appropriate postholder and are to be read as the gender
of that post which may change.
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"FUNDS HELD ON TRUST" shall mean those funds which the Trust holds at its date of
incorporation, receives on distribution by statutory instrument, or chooses subsequently to
accept. Such funds may or may not be charitable.
"MOTION” MEANS a formal proposition to be discussed and voted on during the course of a
meeting.
"NOMINATED OFFICER" means an officer charged with the responsibility for discharging specific
tasks within SOs and SFIs.
“NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR” means a Director, including the Chair of the Trust, who does not
hold an executive office of the Trust
"OFFICER" means an employee of the Trust.
"SECRETARY" means the Secretary of the Trust or any other person appointed to perform the
duties of the Secretary, including a joint, assistant or deputy secretary.
"SFIS" means Standing Financial Instructions.
Senior Independent Director –A Non-executive director of the Trust appointed to provide a
sounding board for the Chair of the Trust and to serve as an intermediary for the
other directors when necessary
"SOS" means Standing Orders.

2.

THE TRUST
2.1

All business shall be conducted in the name of the Trust.

2.2

All funds received in trust shall be in the name of the Trust as corporate trustee.
In relation to funds held on trust, powers exercised by the Trust as corporate
trustee shall be exercised separately and distinctly from those powers exercised
as a Trust.

2.3

The Trust has resolved that certain powers and decisions may only be
exercised or made by the Board in formal session. These powers and decisions
are set out in "Reservation of Powers to the Board" (included in the Standing
Financial Instructions) and have effect as if incorporated into the Standing
Orders.

2.4

Composition of the Trust Board - In accordance with the Constitution the
composition of the Board of the Trust shall be:
The Chair of the Trust
Up to 7 non-executive Directors
Up to 7 executive Directors including:


the Chief Executive (the Chief Officer)
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the Chief Finance Officer
a registered medical or dental practitioner
a registered nurse or midwife
up to 3 other executive directors

2.5

Appointment of the Chair and Non-Executive Directors – In accordance with
the Constitution the Chair and the other non-executive Directors are appointed
and removed by the council members at a general meeting. The appointment
process followed will be in accordance with the terms of the Constitution.

2.6

In accordance with the Constitution the non-executive Directors of the Trust will
appoint and remove the Chief Executive as a director of the Trust. The
appointment of the Chief Executive is subject to the approval of a majority of the
members of the Council of Governors present and voting at a meeting of the
Council of Governors.

2.7

Terms of Office of the Chair and Non-Executive Directors – The Chair and
the non-executive Directors are to be appointed for a period of office of three
years in accordance with the terms and conditions of office decided by the
cCouncil of gGovernors at a general meeting.

2.8

Terms of Office of Executive Directors - The Board Nomination and
Remuneration Committee of non-executive Directors shall decide the terms and
conditions of office including remuneration and allowances of executive
Directors.

2.9

Appointment of Deputy Chair - For the purpose of enabling the proceedings of
the Trust to be conducted in the absence of the Chair of the Trust, the Council of
Governors may appoint a non-executive Director to be Deputy Chair for such a
period, not exceeding the remainder of his/her term as non-executive Director of
the Trust, as they may specify on appointing him/her. If the Chair is unable to
discharge their office as Chair of the Trust, the Deputy Chair of the Board of
Directors shall be acting Chair of the Trust.

2.10

Any non-executive Director so elected may at any time resign from the office of
Deputy Chair by giving notice in writing to the Chair and the Directors of the
Trust who may thereupon appoint another non-executive Director as Deputy
Chair in accordance with paragraph 2.9.

2.11

Powers of Deputy Chair - Where the Chair of the Trust has died or has
otherwise ceased to hold office or where he/she has been unable to perform
his/her duties as Chair owing to illness, absence from England and Wales or
any other cause, references to the Chair in these Standing Orders shall, so long
as there is no Chair able to perform his/her duties, be taken to include
references to the Deputy Chair.

2.12 Senior Independent Director role 

Be available to Directors, Governors, members of the Trust or other stakeholders if
they have concerns relating to matters which contact through the normal channels of
Chair of the Trust, Chief Executive, Secretary or Chief Finance Officer has failed to
resolve, or for which such contact is inappropriate
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3.



Attend sufficient meetings of Governors to give them an opportunity to express
concerns



Convene and chair meetings of the Board, or any part of a Board meeting, at which
matters concerning the Chair of the Trust are considered.
MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
3.1

Calling Meetings - Ordinary meetings of the Board shall be held at such times
and places as the Board may determine.

3.2

Meetings of the Board will be called by the Secretary, or by the Chair of the
Trust, or by four Directors (a minimum of one Executive and one Non Executive
Director) who give written notice to the Secretary specifying the business to be
carried out. The Secretary shall send a written notice to all Directors as soon as
possible after the receipt of such a request. The Secretary shall call a meeting
on at least fourteen but not more than twenty-eight days’ notice (except in the
case of emergencies) to discuss the specified business. If the Secretary fails to
call such a meeting then the Chair or four Directors, whichever is the case, shall
call such a meeting.

3.3

Notice of Meetings – Save in the case of emergencies or the need to conduct
urgent business, the Secretary shall give to all Directors at least fourteen days
written notice of the date and place of every meeting of the Board of Directors.

3.4

Before each meeting of the Board, a notice of the meeting, specifying the
business proposed to be transacted at it, shall be delivered to every Director,
sent electronically or sent by post to the usual place of residence of such
Director, so as to be available to him/her at least 5 clear days before the
meeting. ‘Clear days’ excludes bank holidays and weekends.

3.5

Lack of service of the notice on any director shall not affect the validity of a
meeting.

3.6

Failure to serve such a notice on more than 2 Directors will invalidate the
meeting. A notice shall be presumed to have been served at the time at which
the notice would be delivered in the ordinary course of the post.

3.7

In the case of a meeting called by Directors or the Chair in default of the
Secretary, the notice shall be signed either by those Directors or the Chair and
no business shall be transacted at the meeting other than that specified in the
notice.

3.8

Setting the Agenda - The Board may determine that certain matters shall
appear on every agenda for a meeting of the Board and shall be addressed prior
to any other business being conducted.

3.9

A Director desiring a matter to be included on an agenda shall make his/her
request in writing to the Secretary at least 10 clear days before the meeting,
subject to SO 3.3. Requests made less than 10 days before a meeting may be
included on the agenda at the discretion of the Chair.
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3.10

Chair of Meeting - The Chair of the Trust, or in their absence the Deputy Chair
of the Board, and in their absence one of the other non-executive Directors in
attendance is to chair meetings of the Board.

3.11

If the Chair is absent from a meeting temporarily on the grounds of a declared
conflict of interest the Deputy Chair, if present, shall preside. If the Chair and
Deputy Chair are absent, or are disqualified from participating, such nonexecutive Director as the Directors present shall choose who shall preside.

3.12

Annual General Meeting - In accordance with the Constitution the Trust will
hold a members meeting (the “Annual General Meeting”) within nine months of
the end of the financial year.

3.13

Notices of Motion - A Director of the Trust desiring to move or amend a motion
shall send a written notice thereof at least 10 clear days before the meeting to
the Secretary, who shall insert in the agenda for the meeting all notices so
received subject to the notice being permissible under the appropriate
regulations. This paragraph shall not prevent any motion being moved during
the meeting, without notice on any business mentioned on the agenda subject
to SO 3.7.

3.14

Withdrawal of Motion or Amendments - A motion or amendment once moved
and seconded may be withdrawn by the proposer with the concurrence of the
seconder and the consent of the Chair.

3.15

Motion to Rescind a Resolution - Notice of motion to amend or rescind any
resolution (or the general substance of any resolution) which has been passed
within the preceding 6 calendar months shall bear the signature of the Director
who gives it and also the signature of 4 other Directors. When any such motion
has been disposed of by the Board, it shall not be competent for any Director
other than the Chair to propose a motion to the same effect within 6 months;
however the Chair may do so if he/she considers it appropriate.

3.16

Motions - The mover of a motion shall have a right of reply at the close of any
discussion on the motion or any amendment thereto.

3.17

When a motion is under discussion or immediately prior to discussion it shall be
open to a Director to move:
•

An amendment to the motion.

•

The adjournment of the discussion or the meeting.

•

That the meeting proceed to the next business. (*)

•

The appointment of an ad hoc sub-committee to deal with a specific item
of business.

•

That the motion be now put. (*)
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* In the case of sub-paragraphs denoted by (*) above to ensure objectivity
motions may only be put by a Director who has not previously taken part in the
debate and who is eligible to vote.
No amendment to the motion shall be
admitted if, in the opinion of the Chair of the meeting, the amendment negates
the substance of the motion.
3.18

Chair’s Ruling - Statements of Directors made at meetings of the Board shall
be relevant to the matter under discussion at the material time and the decision
of the Chair of the meeting on questions of order, relevancy, regularity and any
other matters shall be observed at the meeting.

3.19

Voting - Every question at a meeting shall be determined by a majority of the
votes of the Directors present and voting on the question and, in the case of any
equality of votes, the person presiding shall have a second or casting vote.

3.20

All questions put to the vote shall, at the discretion of the Chair of the meeting,
be determined by oral expression or by a show of hands. A paper ballot may
also be used if a majority of the Directors present so request.

3.21

If at least one-third of the Directors present so request, the voting (other than by
paper ballot) on any question may be recorded to show how each Director
present voted or abstained.

3.22

If a Director so requests, his/her vote shall be recorded by name upon any vote
(other than by paper ballot).

3.23

In no circumstances may an absent Director vote by proxy. Absence is defined
as being absent at the time of the vote.

3.24

The Board may agree that its members can participate in its meetings by
telephone, video or computer link. Participation in the meeting in this manner
shall be deemed to constitute presence in person at such meeting.

3.25

A resolution in writing signed by all of the Directors entitled to receive notice of a
meeting of the Board of Directors shall be as valid and effectual as if it had been
passed at a meeting of the Board of Directors duly convened and held and may
consist of several documents in the like form each signed by one or more
directors.

3.26

A resolution in electronic form sent to all of the Directors entitled to receive
notice of a meeting of the Board of Directors by electronic communication (for
the purposes of this provision “electronic communication” means a
communication transmitted (whether from one person to another, from one
device to another or from a person to a device or vice versa) (a) by means of an
electronic communications network; or (b) by other means but while in an
electronic form) to the electronic addresses notified to the Trust by each of the
directors, shall be as valid and effectual as if it had been passed at a meeting of
the Board of Directors duly convened and held provided that each and every
director entitled to receive a notice of a meeting of the Board of Directors
responds by electronic communication to the electronic address from which the
resolution in electronic form was transmitted from, confirming their acceptance
of the resolution.
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3.27

An acting director who has been appointed formally to carry out a vacant
Director’s duties during a period of temporary incapacity, shall be entitled to
exercise the voting rights of the executive Director. An officer attending the
Board to represent an executive Director during a period of incapacity or
temporary absence without being formally appointed to the Board may not
exercise the voting rights of the executive Director. An officer’s status when
attending a meeting shall be recorded in the minutes.

3.28

Minutes - The Minutes of the proceedings of a meeting shall be drawn up and
submitted for agreement at the next ensuing meeting where they will be signed
by the person presiding at it.

3.29

No discussion shall take place upon the minutes except upon their accuracy or
where the Chair considers discussion appropriate. Any amendment to the
minutes shall be agreed and recorded at the next meeting.

3.30

Minutes shall be circulated in accordance with the Boards’ wishes.

3.31

Suspension of Standing Orders - Except where this would contravene any
statutory provision or any direction made by the Secretary of State, any one or
more of the Standing Orders may be suspended at any meeting, provided that
at least two-thirds of the Board are present, including one executive Director and
one non-executive Director, and that a majority of those present vote in favour of
suspension.

3.32

A decision to suspend SOs shall be recorded in the minutes of the meeting and
the circumstances subsequently reviewed by the Audit & Risk Committee.

3.33

A separate record of matters discussed during the suspension of SOs shall be
made and shall be available to the Directors.

3.34

No formal business may be transacted while SOs are suspended.

3.35

Variation and Amendment of Standing Orders - These Standing Orders shall
be amended only if:
•

a notice of motion under Standing Order 3.13 has been given; and

•

no fewer than half the total of the Trust’s non-executive Directors vote in
favour of amendment; and

•

at least two-thirds of the Directors are present ; and

•

the variation proposed does not contravene a statutory provision or
direction made by the Secretary of State.

3.36

Record of Attendance - The names of the Directors present at the meeting
shall be recorded in the minutes.

3.37

Quorum -.Four Seven Directors, including not less than two three executive
Directors and not less than two four non-executive Directors shall form a
quorum.
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4.

3.38

An officer in attendance for an executive Director but without formal acting up
status may not count towards the quorum.

3.39

If a Director has been disqualified from participating in the discussion on any
matter and/or from voting on any resolution by reason of the declaration of a
conflict of interest (see SO 6 or 7) he/she shall no longer count towards the
quorum. If a quorum is then not available for the discussion and/or the passing
of a resolution on any matter, that matter may not be discussed further or voted
upon at that meeting. Such a position shall be recorded in the minutes of the
meeting. The meeting must then proceed to the next business. The above
requirement for at least two executive Directors to form part of the quorum shall
not apply where the executive Directors are excluded from a meeting.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE EXERCISE OF FUNCTIONS BY DELEGATION
4.1

The Board may make arrangements for the exercise, on behalf of the Trust, of
any of its functions by a committee or sub-committee, appointed by virtue of SO
5.1 or 5.2 below or by a Director or an officer of the Trust in each case subject to
such restrictions and conditions as the Board considers appropriate.

4.2

Emergency Powers - The powers which the Board has retained to itself within
these Standing Orders (SO 2.3) may in emergency be exercised by the Chief
Executive and the Chair of the Trust after having consulted at least two Non
Executive Directors. The exercise of such powers by the Chief Executive and
the Chair shall be reported to the next formal meeting of the Board for
ratification.

4.3

Delegation to Committees – The Board shall agree from time to time to the
delegation of executive powers to be exercised by committees which it has
formally constituted. The constitution and terms of reference of these
committees, and their specific executive powers shall be approved by the Board.

4.4

Delegation to Officers - Those functions of the Trust which have not been
retained as reserved by the Board or delegated to an executive committee or sub-committee shall be exercised on behalf of the Board by the Chief Executive.
The Chief Executive shall determine which functions he/she will perform
personally and shall nominate officers to undertake the remaining functions for
which he/she will still retain an accountability to the Board.

4.5

The Chief Executive shall prepare a Scheme of Delegation identifying his/her
proposals which shall be considered and approved by the Board, subject to any
amendment agreed during the discussion. The Chief Executive may periodically
propose amendment to the Scheme of Delegation which shall be considered
and approved by the Board as indicated above.

4.6

Nothing in the Scheme of Delegation shall impair the discharge of the direct
accountability to the Board ofr the Chief Finance Officer or other executive
Director to provide information and advise the Board in accordance with any
statutory requirements or the Independent Regulator.
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4.7

5.

The arrangements made by the Board as set out in the "Reservation of Powers
to the Board and Delegation of Powers" shall have effect as if incorporated in
these Standing Orders.

COMMITTEES
5.1

Appointment of committees - The Board may appoint committees of the
Board, consisting wholly or partly of Directors of the Trust or wholly of persons
who are not Directors of the Trust.

5.2

A committee appointed under SO 5.1 may, subject to such directions as may be
given by the Independent Regulator or the Board appoint committees of the
Board consisting wholly or partly of members of the committee.

5.3

The Standing Orders of the Board, as far as they are applicable, shall apply with
appropriate alteration to meetings of any committees of the Board.

5.4

Each such committee or sub-committee shall have such terms of reference and
powers and be subject to such conditions (as to reporting back to the Board), as
the Board shall decide. Such terms of reference shall have effect as if
incorporated into the Standing Orders.

5.5

All Board sub-committees will be chaired by a non-executive director.

5.6

Committees may not delegate their executive powers to a sub-committee unless
expressly authorised by the Board.

5.7

The Board shall approve the appointments to each of the committees which it
has formally constituted.

5.8

Where the Trust is required to appoint persons to a committee and/or to
undertake statutory functions as required by Monitor, and where such
appointments are to operate independently of the Board such appointment shall
be made in accordance with applicable statute and regulations and with the
guidance issued by Monitor.

5.9

The Committees established by the Board are:








Nominations and Remuneration
Audit and Risk
Quality
Charity
Finance & Investment
Workforce
Restructuring Oversight Committee

At least two Non-Executive Directors and two Executive Directors are members of each
Committee (other than the Audit & Risk and Charity Committees)
5.10

Confidentiality - A member of a committee shall not disclose a matter dealt
with by, or brought before, the committee without its permission until the
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committee shall have reported to the Board or shall otherwise have concluded
on that matter.
5.11

6.

7.

A Director of the Trust or a member of a committee shall not disclose any matter
reported to the Board or otherwise dealt with by the committee, notwithstanding
that the matter has been reported or action has been concluded, if the Board or
committee shall resolve that it is confidential.

DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS AND REGISTER OF INTERESTS
6.1

Declaration of Interests - Directors must declare interests which are relevant
and material to the NHS Foundation Trust of which they are a Director. All
existing Directors should declare such interests. Any Directors appointed
subsequently should do so on appointment.

6.2

Interests which should be regarded as "relevant and material" are as specified in
the Constitution.

6.3

If Directors have any doubt about the relevance of an interest, this should be
discussed with the Secretary.

6.4

At the time Directors' interests are declared, they should be recorded in the
Board minutes. Any changes in interests should be declared at the next Board
meeting following the change occurring.

6.5

Directors' Directorships of companies likely or possibly seeking to do business
with the NHS should be published on the Trust’s website.

6.6

During the course of a Board meeting, if a conflict of interest is established, the
Director concerned should withdraw from the meeting and play no part in the
relevant discussion or decision.

6.7

Register of Interests – In accordance with the Constitution, the Secretary will
ensure that a Register of Interests is established to record formally declarations
of interests of Directors.

6.8

These details will be kept up to date by means of, as a minimum, an annual
review of the Register.

6.9

All appropriate staff will be asked to declare any interest and a record of
interests will be kept.

6.10

The Register of Board interests will be available to the public.

DISABILITY OF DIRECTORS IN PROCEEDINGS ON ACCOUNT OF PECUNIARY
INTEREST
7.1

Subject to the following provisions of this Standing Order, if a Director of the
Trust has any pecuniary interest, direct or indirect, in any contract, proposed
contract or other matter and is present at a meeting of the Board at which the
contract or other matter is the subject of consideration, he/she shall at the
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meeting and as soon as practicable after its commencement disclose the fact
and shall not take part in the consideration or discussion of the contract or other
matter or vote on any question with respect to it.
The above SO applies if the pecuniary interest relates to the spouse or a
cohabiting partner.

8.

7.2

The Board shall exclude a Director from a meeting of the Board while any
contract, proposed contract or other matter in which he/she has a pecuniary
interest, is under consideration.

7.3

Standing Order 7 applies to a committee or sub-committee of the Board as it
applies to the Board and applies to any member of any such committee or subcommittee (whether or not he/she is also a Director) as it applies to a Director.

STANDARDS OF BUSINESS CONDUCT
8.1

Policy - Staff must comply with the national guidance contained in Managing
Conflicts of Interest in the NHS: Guidance for staff and organisations”. The
following provisions should be read in conjunction with this document.

8.2

Interest of Officers in Contracts - If it comes to the knowledge of a Director or
an officer of the Trust that a contract in which he/she has any pecuniary interest
not being a contract to which he/she is themself a party, has been, or is
proposed to be, entered into by the Trust he/she shall, at once, give notice in
writing to the Secretary of the fact that he/she is interested therein. In the case
of married persons or persons living together as partners, the interest of one
partner shall, if known to the other, be deemed to be also the interest of that
partner.

8.3

An officer must also declare to the Chief Executive any other employment or
business or other relationship of his, or of a cohabiting partner, that conflicts, or
might reasonably be predicted could conflict with the interests of the Trust. A
register of declared interests of staff shall be kept and maintained by means of
an annual review.

8.4

Canvassing of, and Recommendations by, Directors in Relation to
Appointments - Canvassing of Directors of the Trust or members of any
committee of the Trust directly or indirectly for any appointment under the Trust
shall disqualify the candidate for such appointment. The contents of this
paragraph of the Standing Order shall be included in application forms or
otherwise brought to the attention of candidates.

8.5

A Director of the Trust shall not solicit for any person any appointment under the
Trust or recommend any person for such appointment: but this paragraph of this
Standing Order shall not preclude a Director from giving written testimonial of a
candidate's ability, experience or character for submission to the Trust.

8.6

Informal discussions outside appointments panels or committees, whether
solicited or unsolicited, should be declared to the panel or committee.
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9.

8.7

Relatives of Directors or Officers - Candidates for any staff appointment shall
when making application disclose in writing whether they are related to any
Director or the holder of any office under the Trust. Failure to disclose such a
relationship shall disqualify a candidate and, if appointed, render him/her liable
to instant dismissal.

8.8

The Directors and every officer of the Trust shall disclose to the Chief Executive
any relationship with a candidate of whose candidature that Director or officer is
aware. It shall be the duty of the Chief Executive to report to the Trust any such
disclosure made.

8.9

On appointment, Directors (and prior to acceptance of an appointment in the
case of executive Directors) should disclose to the Board whether they are
related to any other Director or holder of any office under the Trust.

8.10

Where the relationship of an officer or another Director to a Director of the Trust
is disclosed, the Standing Order headed `Disability of Directors in proceedings
on account of pecuniary interest' (SO 7) shall apply.

8.11

All managers must comply with The Code of Conduct for NHS Managers
Directions 2002

CUSTODY OF SEAL AND SEALING OF DOCUMENTS
9.1

Custody of Seal - The Common Seal of the Trust shall be kept by the Trust
Secretary in a secure place.

9.2

Sealing of Documents - The use of the Trust’s Seal may be authenticated by
the signature of:




9.3

9.4

Where it is necessary that a document shall be sealed, the seal shall be affixed
in the presence of two of the directors above.
As a general guide the seal should be used for:



9.5

the Chief Executive
the Chair of the Trust
any other Executive Board Director

all land and property transactions which are required to be executed as a
Deed
any other contract required to be executed under seal rather than as a
simple contract

Before any building, engineering, property or capital document is sealed it must
be approved and signed by the Chief Finance Officer (or an officer nominated
by him/her) and authorised and countersigned by the Chief Executive (or an
officer nominated by him/her who shall not be within the originating Directorate).
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9.6

10.

11.

Register of Sealing - An entry of every sealing shall be made and numbered
consecutively in a book provided for that purpose, and shall be signed by the
persons who shall have approved and authorised the document and those who
attested the seal.

SIGNATURE OF DOCUMENTS
10.1

Where the signature of any document will be a necessary step in legal
proceedings involving the Trust, it shall be signed by the Chief Executive, unless
any enactment otherwise requires or authorises, or the Board shall have given
the necessary authority to some other person for the purpose of such
proceedings.

10.2

The Chief Executive or nominated officers shall be authorised, by resolution of
the Board, to sign on behalf of the Trust any agreement or other document (not
required to be executed as a deed) the subject matter of which has been
approved by the Board or committee or sub-committee to which the Board has
delegated appropriate authority.

MISCELLANEOUS
11.1

Standing Orders to be given to Directors and Officers - It is the duty of the
Chief Executive to ensure that existing Directors and officers and all new
appointees are notified of and understand their responsibilities within Standing
Orders and SFIs. Updated copies shall be issued to staff designated by the
Chief Executive. New designated officers shall be informed in writing and shall
receive copies where appropriate of SOs.

11.2

Documents having the standing of Standing Orders - Standing Financial
Instructions and Reservation of Powers to the Board and Delegation of Powers
shall have the effect as if incorporated into SOs.

11.3

Review of Standing Orders - Standing Orders shall be reviewed annually by
the Secretary to the Trust. The requirement for review extends to all documents
having the effect as if incorporated in SOs. The Board of Directors will
subsequently review and approve the Standing Orders annually.
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Purpose of the Report

This report presents the annual ward and specialist area nursing
skill mix review. It outlines the methodology used and presents
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Executive Summary
This paper presents the annual ward and specialist areas nursing skill mix review. It is
later than usual and an altered methodology has been used due to the constraints and
complexities of Covid19.
Detailed findings are outlined in the paper with supportive narrative for each area in
appendix 2
The committee are asked to

Support an increase of 12.40WTE for GSU with SAU and Hopkins ward noting the
risk to ED if SAU were to resume pre Covid19 activity level. 2.0WTE of this can be
met by the reduction in Redlands staffing. The cost based on 10.40WTE band 5 =
£406,899



Support an increase of 5.24WTE in Emmer Green to support higher level of care for
post op patients (cost £205K)



Consider supporting an increase of 3.56 WTE (cost £139,281) on SSU to make flow
more efficient and 1.97WTE (cost £77,074) on Buscot.



Decide to either support the increase required for ICU and Loddon and Kennet or to
support with NHSP and agency as required depending in demand. The cost
difference has been outlined in section 3.4



Receive either an amendment to or a new business case for the additional staffing
required to enable the agreed expansion of paediatric ED and the remodelling of
Adult ED.
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1

Background

1.1

Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust has a duty to ensure staffing levels are
adequate so that our patients are cared for by appropriately qualified and
experienced staff in safe environments. This right is enshrined within the NHS
constitution 2015 and Health Act 2009, which make explicit the Board’s corporate
accountability for quality.

1.2

Demonstrating sufficient staffing is one of the essential quality and safety standards
required to comply with the Care Quality Commission (CQC) regulation

1.3

The National Quality Board (NQB) 2018 provides updated guidance and expectations
for nursing and midwifery staffing. It continues to support the need for a triangulated
approach to staffing decisions based on patient’s needs, acuity and risk, using
evidence-based tools and triangulated with professional judgement that considers
nuances such as ward layouts/facilities, escort duties, multi-professional working and
shift patterns.

1.4

. The three key expectations are themed as follows

1.5

The National Quality Board (2018) updated guidance advocates a strategic staffing
review at least annually; the next review will be commenced in July 2021.

2

Methodology

2.1

The nursing skill mix review is later than usual this year due to Covid19.

2.2

It has not been possible this year to use the normal triangulated approach due to the
constraints and complexities posed upon us by Covid19 e.g. many of the wards have
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moved several times, wards have had reduced numbers of beds due to the need for
social distancing and the quality indicators that we would normally use are not
reliable for a significant period of the year. The validity of parameters such as Care
Hours Per Patient Day (CHPPD) and Acuity were also impacted.
2.3

Professional Judgement has been used to establish the required staffing. In previous
years when a triangulated approach was used professional judgement and the other
parameters have generally been well aligned.

2.4

Care Group Directors of Nursing met with their matrons and ward managers to
review the required skill mix. The Chief Nursing Officer then convened a meeting with
the senior nursing team which afforded an opportunity for discussion and
professional challenge around the proposed skill mix. Factors impacting on staffing
such as ward/department geography and the impact of Covid19 were explored.

2.5

When considering the proposed staffing levels the following principles were applied:


Ideally wards should be no larger than 30 beds. The optimum ward size is between
26-28 beds.



There should be a supervisory Band 7 on every ward as detailed in the Francis
recommendations. The NQB publication (2018) highlights the need for the ward
manager to operate in a supervisory capacity, and not be expected to double up,
except in emergencies as part of the nursing provision on the ward.



Skill mix (ratio of registered nurses to health care assistants) should be between
60:40 and 70:30.



On wards with more than 20 beds there should be a senior nurse of Band 6 or
above in charge on each shift.



An uplift of 22% into ward budgets to allow for annual leave, sickness and absence,
other leave and training and development. This is broken down into 16% annual
leave, 3% sick/other leave and 3% training. The NCB publication (2018) suggests
an uplift of 22.2% to take account of other leave such as parenting leave and
compassionate leave.

3. Findings
3.1 Impact of Covid19
The COVID pandemic has and continues to significantly increase the workload of nursing
teams which needs to be recognised as part of the skill mix reviews. There are many
essential actions which are now required to ensure the provision of safe care for our
patients and to minimise risks of cross infection. These include:



Measures to detect and monitor the infection - including the increased time to
undertake swabbing for patients on both hot and cold pathways.
Measures to prevent the spread of infection – including additional levels of cleaning
within clinical areas, time for donning/ doffing PPE, increased time managing higher
risk procedures e.g. Aerosol Generating Procedures.
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Measures to ensure effective communications with patients and their relatives –
including scheduling of visits to ward, use of IPads etc. to facilitate contact with
families.

3.2 Ward establishment
The peer reviewed skill mix highlighted a need to consider an increased skill mix in
number of areas. Please see narrative in appendix 2 for full details.
1.Wards recognised as having a deficit in skill mix


An increase of 5.24WTE in Emmer Green Ward largely driven by the layout of the
ward and an identified need to have a ‘higher level care bay’ for vulnerable patients
immediately post-operatively.



An increase of 3.56WTE in SSU required because the high number of admissions
and turnover has made it more difficult to manage the ward and would make flow
more efficient to manage by allowing a nurse in charge on each shift as highlighted
in the NQB publication (2018).

2. Increase specifically due to Covid19


An increase of 8.94WTE on both Loddon and Kennet and an increase of 4.22WTE
on Hopkins required specifically because of the impact of Covid19 – Hopkins due to
multiple different surgical speciality pathways and admission suite that requires
every patient to be swabbed. Loddon and Kennet due to increased respiratory
support and aerosol generating procedures.



An increase of 8.18WTE on General surgical unit and SAU. A rapid decision was
made to have SAU open 24/7 during Covid wave 1 to support a reduction in ED
attendance. This accelerated a decision that was already a longer term plan but has
led to an overspend which is reflected in the current run rate. The risk of returning
SAU back to its original opening hours will be an increased footfall within ED,
potentially causing delays in patients being reviewed and treated, which will have
implications on the trusts ED standard and same day emergency care pathways.

3.3 Specialist areas (ICU, CCU, Buscot, Paediatric wards, ED, Paediatric ED, Acute
Stroke Unit.
The peer reviewed skill mix highlighted a need to consider an increased skill mix in the
following specialist area. For ICU this will vary depending in demand.


An increase of 1.97WTE in Buscot ward to meet National recommendations with
the lead nurse not doubling as a shift co-ordinator as per NQB (2018) guidance.



If ICU needs to increase to 21 beds an additional 38.69WTE will be required



ED – adult ED requires an additional 10.49WTE to support the remodelled ED
Observation bay – Older People ED and Mental Health model. Paediatric ED
requires an additional 4.31WTE to accommodate planned expansion. These
increased revenue costs were not included in the capital business case.
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3.4 Cost of employing substantive staff versus NHSP and agency

Employed
substantively
(band 5)

NHSP

Difference

ICU for 21 beds

38.69WTE

£1,513,746.00

£1,991,761.00

£478,015.00

Loddon/Kennet

17.88 WTE

£699,554.00

£725,212.00

£25,658.00

These costs have been calculated at top of band 5 and include on-costs but do not include
unsocial hour payments. NHSP costs include NHSP fees charged at 60p per hour.
It is of note that the current fill rate for ICU shifts through NHSP is 60% with 10% of shifts
being filled with agency staff. The current agency hourly rate of pay is £35.00 per hour
(NHSP hourly rate £20 per hour).
3.5 Skill mix
The skill mix (ratio of registered nurses to health care assistants) is largely acceptable with
most wards having a skill mix in the range of 60/40 – 70/30. Some of the elderly care
wards have a lower skill mix with Hurley ward having a highest proportion of unregistered
staff (50/50)
In most of the ward there are now a small number of band 4 Assistant Practitioner and
registered nursing associates as well as trainee nursing associates and whilst these staff
do not replace the registered nursing workforce they work at a higher skill level than HCAs.
3.6.Turnover and vacancies


Turnover of registered nurses over the past 12 months is 12.68% which is
marginally higher than last July when it was 12.42%.
Starters – 12
months
174

Leavers- 12
months
210

Leavers rate – 12
months
12.68%
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The turnover is highest for band 5 nurses



Vacancy rates across inpatient wards range from 0.3% on Loddon ward to as high
as 25% on Emmer Green. The majority of the vacancies are at band 5.



Vacancies are only partially off-set by use of bank, agency staff and overtime.



In some wards where it has been difficult to recruit registered nurses or to fill from
NHSP and agency we have over recruited support workers as a temporary measure
to try and mitigate the risk to patient safety. Patient safety is continually monitored
through monthly key performance quality indicators and performance reviews.



Care Group Directors of Nursing receive twice a day staffing reports from Optimise
and matrons hold safe staffing ‘huddles’ to review staffing levels. In addition, there
is a senior duty nurse at weekends to manage staffing. Staff are effectively
deployed across wards by, if necessary, moving staff between wards to spread and
manage the risks across the organisation.
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4. Recommendations
The committee are asked to

Support an increase of 12.40WTE for GSU with SAU and Hopkins ward noting the
risk to ED if SAU were to resume pre Covid19 activity level. 2.0WTE of this can be
met by the reduction in Redlands staffing. The cost based on 10.40WTE band 5 =
£406,899



Support an increase of 5.24WTE in Emmer Green to support higher level of care for
post op patients (cost £205K)



Consider supporting an increase of 3.56 WTE (cost £139,281) on SSU to make flow
more efficient and 1.97WTE (cost £77,074) on Buscot.



Decide to either support the increase required for ICU and Loddon and Kennet or to
support with NHSP and agency as required depending in demand. The cost
difference has been outlined in section 3.4



Receive either an amendment to or a new business case for the additional staffing
required to enable the agreed expansion of paediatric ED and the remodelling of
Adult ED.

5. Attachments
The following are attached to this report:
Appendix 1 – Skill mix review template September 2020
Appendix 2- Narrative
Appendix 3- Skill mix for specialist area
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Appendix 1- ward skill mix
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Appendix 2 - Supporting Narrative
.
Planned Care
Adelaide
The current establishment of 35.60 WTE is in line with professional judgement (35.05)
however more than SNCT (35.28 WTE). The Charlotte Starmer Isolation Unit (CSU)
consists of 6 positive pressure side rooms where patients are treated for acute
Haematological conditions such as Neutropaenia. Stem cell transplantation now also takes
place in CSU.
The National Haematology Outcomes guidelines require that for every two Neutropaenic
patients there should be one trained nurse. During early stages of stem cell
transplantation, a ratio of 1-1 is required. This additional staffing formed part of the
transplant business case with funding received from networked care to cover this
requirement.
Dorrell
Dorrell has undergone a complete reconfiguration in 2020 moving from a 21 bedded ENT
and Medical Ward and Eye Day Bed Unit to a 13 bedded Ward, Eye Day Bed Unit and an
ENT Assessment Unit.
The funded establishment for Dorrell and EDBU is 31.89 – this includes the ENT
Advanced Nurse Practitioner and associated Band 7 budget from ENT OPD to Dorrell
which was moved into this budget as part of the transformation programme and
development of an ENT Assessment Unit
Professional judgement for the Ward allowing for the high acuity tracheostomy patients
who post Covid-19 now have to be nursed in side rooms due to the aerosol generating
procedures undertaken is 24.57 WTE. This is based on 7 days a week.
The Eye Day Bed Unit (EDBU) requires 3.74 WTE in order to run multiple socially
distanced lists.
ENT Assessment Unit will require 3.74 WTE. This will facilitate the ANP being able to
support and assist in patient reviews in ED facilitating a smoother pathway and increased
flow through the department for ENT Pts. Initially the ENT Assessment Unit will open
Monday to Friday 07:30 – 17:30, reflecting the out of hours cover provided by General
Surgery.

Ward
Dorrell
EDBU
ENT AU

Beds
13
Variable
Variable

E
3+2
1+1
2+0

L
3+2
1+1
2+0

N
3+1
0
0

Total
32.05

Current
31.89
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Trauma Unit
The funded establishment for the Trauma Unit is 45.61 WTE. Professional judgement
demonstrates a need for 45.61 WTE which is in line with funded establishment.
The trauma unit comprises of 27 beds within Trueta ward, open 24/7 to emergency
admissions the patient workload is both heavy and variable with a number of high acuity
patients managed across the side rooms. Given the busyness of the unit, flow and
capacity are a daily challenge. The staffing skill mix supports the dependency of patients
with regards their physically dependant needs and the acuity across the side rooms which
requires sufficient ratios of RN’s to patients to provide adequate visibility and monitoring of
deterioration. The coordinator role on the early shift is pivotal to managing flow and
ensuring discharges are adequate to meet demand.
Redlands
The funded establishment for Redlands is 32.23 WTE. Changes to patient flow post Covid
and to unitise the ward to its full capacity, 22 inpatient beds are in use, with 8 day cases
utilised from Monday to Friday. This is a change in ways of working across the ward and
supports increased activity within ADSU for all planned care specialities. As an elective
ward activity will reduce over the weekend and staff will reduce accordingly. Professional
judgement review shows that these changes require a change in establishment to
30.18WTE, which is a reduction of 2.05WTE.
Hopkins
The pre-covid funded establishment for Hopkins ward is 34.68 WTE.
Hopkins ward is now a 23 bedded multi-specialty elective surgical ward with an elective
admissions suite.
The ward has 8 side rooms and 5 bays. The ward layout and need to place postoperative
patients in side rooms present some challenges in terms of patient safety and staffing
levels are designed to manage this risk.
The team are skilled in Urology nursing but due to the requirement to separate elective
pathways during the pandemic, they are now required to care for multiple surgical
specialties. The majority of patients are undergoing major surgery which has led to an
increase in patient acuity. The separation of the elective and emergency pathway will
continue for the foreseeable future.
Professional judgement indicates a need to increase this establishment to 38.90 WTE as a
result of the change of role for the ward, this is an increase of 4.22 WTE.
Hopkins 21
beds
AS

17
Variable

4+2
2+1

4+2
2+1

4+2
0

38.90
WTE
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GSU
The current funded establishment for GSU/SAU is 71.39 WTE. GSU remains a 40 bedded
ward incorporating the SAU which consists of 6 trolleys, 6 assessment chairs and a hot
clinic. Professional judgement for the current complexity of the ward and the increase of
opening hours for SAU outlined below requires an increase in establishment to support
this work load to 79.57WTE. This is an increase of 8.18WTE
As part of the Trusts pandemic response plan SAU was opened 24/7 and incorporated all
planned care specialties within its trolleys and assessment chairs. Prior to Covid the
opening times 7 days a week from 7am – 10pm and only facilitated General Surgical
emergency patients and the ambulatory clinic. The future plan for SAU was to review and
expand its opening hours in line with emergency activity and to support the reduction of
ED attendances. The changes required due to Covid has expedited this process.
Due to the requirements of having separate emergency and elective pathways SAU
continues to see a mix of specialties that include Urology, General Surgery and if
appropriate Trauma patients. Therefore, the activity through the unit has almost doubled
across the whole of the 24hour period. The nature of emergency patients means more
patients are requiring a greater nursing intervention, for example Intravenous medications
and emergency patients requiring enteral nutrition. Timely administration of such
therapeutic interventions is paramount to patient safety. Covid swabbing has meant
increased movement of patients within the ward environment which has some effect on
workload as well.
GSU have therefore requested an RN as a departmental coordinator 24/7 to facilitate both
flow and organisation with the inpatient beds, and SAU.
The risk of returning SAU back to its original opening hours, will be an increased footfall
within ED, potentially cause delays on patients being reviewed and treated, which will have
implications on the trusts ED standard and same day emergency care pathways.

Urgent Care
Respiratory wards- Loddon and Kennet
The funded establishment for Kennet and Loddon is 40.20 WTE the professional
judgement is 49.14 WTE. The change in need is driven by an increase in acuity,
complexity and the need to isolate high acuity patients receiving AGPs in side rooms post
CV19.
Short Stay Unit
The funded establishment for SSU is 41.96 WTE, the identified professional judgement of
45.52 WTE is driven by the geography and lay out of the ward as well as the high number
of admissions and turnover. The current establishment whilst safe does not allow for a
nurse in charge on each shift.
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Whitley
The funded establishment for Whitley is 41.27 WTE. The Professional judgement is 41.50
WTE.
Sidmouth
The funded establishment for Sidmouth is 42.16 WTE. Professional judgement is 41.50
WTE.
Sonning
The funded establishment for Sonning ward is 24.82 WTE. Professional judgement for the
ward/EPU/EGU recovery indicates that an additional 0.26 WTE is required.
Sonning ward incorporates a 10 bedded in patient ward open 24/7 and Early Pregnancy
Unit/Emergency Gynaecology unit on Hurley Lodge (M-F).
Due to Covid-19 and the changes in use of clinical areas we are unable to rely on acuity
measures over the last 6 months as an indicator of skill mix. Therefore, we have based
this on professional judgement factoring in role responsibilities and activity within each
area along with need to provide separate facilities for emergency and elective care.
AMU/HMU/AECU
The funded establishment for AMU/HMU/AECU is 120.20 WTE, this aligns with
professional judgment.
The ward and the ambulatory emergency care unit are run as one, this allows for staff
development and flexibility of cover for the service.
Networked Care Skill Mix Narrative
Castle
The rheumatology and endocrinology ward has 29 beds. The speciality mix of patients on
this ward is extremely diverse and it is used as a general medical ward. The patients are
complex, have high acuity and require extensive time to administer oral and intravenous
multifarious medicines. Castle Ward has 7 side rooms: this makes it challenging for staff to
monitor patients and also adds to the complexity as they get allocated patients being
repatriated (regardless of speciality) as well as patients with infection control concerns.
Current establishment is 39.95 WTE and peer review is in line with this at 39.28. A new
skill mix is achievable within the current budget provision.
Specialist Medicine (Elderly Care: Burghfield, Woodley, Mortimer)
The funded establishment across all the elderly care wards shows a slight difference with
respect to professional judgment. This is further complicated by the high vacancy factor
and not always achieving the agreed skill mix.
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The elderly care ward managers are currently trialling a hybrid model of shift patterns
including both long and short days to aid retention and encourage recruitment. In addition,
role substitution, staff reconfiguration and skill mix continues to be reviewed to provide
improved coverage.
In all Elderly care wards the drug regimens are complex (polypharmacy), drug rounds take
a minimum of 1 hour for 7 patients extending up to 2 hours dependant on how experienced
the staff are and the number of complex patients. Patients have complex swallowing
issues due to underlying conditions eg Parkinson’s/frailty. On average 80% of the patients
on the ward have a diagnosis of dementia many with complex behaviours which impact on
length of drug rounds either when administering to the individuals or by interruptions by
unpredicted behaviour.
Minor changes to their skill mix (to ensure equitable staffing at weekends) can be covered
within existing budgets and vacancy factors.
Caversham Ward (Elderly care)
Caversham is a 12 bedded elderly care ward. Its current staff base is from Hurley ward
which was closed due to the change in discharge pathway during COVID. Current skill mix
and peer reviewed professional judgement can be managed from existing budget.
There are currently 3x Band 2 and 2x Band 5 staff redeployed to other wards in elderly
care. +9.32 WTE will be moved to the rapid community discharge project.
There will be a piece of work completed during 2020 reviewing the efficiency and
effectiveness of a small 12 bedded ward compared to running a larger ward.
Emmer Green
Emmer Green is a 24 bedded mixed sex ward. It is the elderly care hip fracture unit caring
for pre and immediately post-operative, high acuity patients. Most patients admitted to the
ward are admitted due to a fracture because of a fall. All these patients admitted remain at
a very high risk of falls throughout their stay. The layout (horse shoe) of the ward means
that it is challenging to care for patients at risk of falls.
The majority of Emmer Green’s patients have fallen because of an underlying medical
condition. As a result, patients are on complex drug regimes. Drug rounds take a
minimum of 1 hour for 6 patients extending up to 2 hours’ dependant on trained staff
experience and number of complex patients especially pre-op patients.
A need has been identified to have one bay run as a higher care bay for patients
immediately post-op to care for them when they are at their most vulnerable. This requires
an additional RN and HCA on a LD and an additional RN on a LN
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Victoria
Victoria Ward is the acute renal unit. The acuity of the patient’s is generally high due to
the complex haemodialysis patients the ward takes and their co-morbidities. The ward
provides Haemodialysis for which there is a separate team of nurses and on average they
complete 6 patients a day, however these numbers can increase if there are emergency
admissions for dialysis. A further treatment that is provided is plasma exchange for which
around 6 of the ward nurses are trained to provide and is a treatment which ideally needs
a side room and 1-1 nurse. The ward also provides CAPD (continuous ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis) and care for renal transplant patients who are immunosuppressed and
require side rooms. They also usually take medical admissions from inside the hospital.
The bays on the ward have four beds and this is to provide space for the haemodialysis
machines, we have only two side rooms which make managing external transfers and
infection control issues a complex problem when trying to manage them.
The current establishment of 33.43WTE is in line with peer reviewed professional
judgement.
Hurley Ward: Neuro rehab and palliative care
Hurley ward has 10 beds (6 neuro-rehabilitation and 4 end of life).
The current skill mix and staffing levels are a challenge as there are only 2 registered
nurses on for a long day, meaning it is difficult to take breaks when the sister is not
available supervisory (she is currently supervisory 2 days a week).
A new skill mix has been reviewed which would allow for 5 days of supervisory sister time.
This will enable her to support the increased family liaison which comes with palliative care
patients, support the development of the outlier model for neurorehab and ensure 2
registered nurses can take safe breaks from work. Also requested is a support worker on
the late shift. Currently there is only 1 HCA from 3pm. Evenings are a busy time for the
team assisting the patients to eat independently and get back to bed. This is a time of day
when the therapy support is not available.
We are requesting 3 WTE support workers at Band 2 to assist this team.

Appendix 3- Skill mix review for specialist areas to include Emergency Department,
Intensive Care Unit, Acute Stroke Unit, Coronary Care Unit, Neonatal Unit and Paediatric
wards.
1.0 Methodology
1.1 Specialist areas as outlined above are subject to different models of staffing than
standard ward based nursing skill mix because for most there are National guidelines
specific to the speciality. The National guidelines were triangulated with professional
judgement
2.0 Findings
.
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2.1 Emergency Department
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2.2 Paediatric Emergency Department
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2.3 Intensive Care Unit
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2.4. Acute Stroke Unit
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2.5. Neonatal Unit
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2.6 Paediatric wards
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Minutes

Finance & Investment Committee
Thursday 24 September 2020
9.00 – 11.55
Video Conference Call
Members
Mrs. Sue Hunt
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd
Mrs. Caroline Ainslie
Mr. Mike Clements
Mr. Dom Hardy
Mr. Brian Hendon
Mr. John Petitt

(Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
(Acting Chief Executive)
(Chief Nursing Officer)
(Acting Director of Finance)
(Chief Operating Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director)

In Attendance
Mr. Julian Dixon
Mr. Richard Jenkins
Mrs. Caroline Lynch
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie
Mrs. Tracey Middleton
Mr. Andrew Statham
Mr. Keegan Timmermans

(Non-Executive Director) (up to minute 112/20)
(Deputy Director of Finance) (from minute 112/20)
(Trust Secretary)
(Non-Executive Director) (up to minute 112/20)
(Director of Estates & Facilities) (up to minute 112/20)
(Director of Strategy) (up to minute 112/20)
(Corporate Governance Officer)

Apologies
Dr. Janet Lippett
Mr. Graham Sims

(Chief Medical Officer)
(Chair of the Trust)

108/20 Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.
109/20 Minutes for Approval: 20 August 2020 & Matters Arising Schedule
The minutes of the meeting held on 20 August 2020 were approved as a correct record and
would be signed by the Chair.
The Committee received the matters arising schedule.
Minute 103/20: Acute Contract Update: The Acting Director of Finance advised that funding
for Integrated Care Systems (ICS) would be issued in order to re-establish services. The
Chief Operating Officer highlighted that outpatient activity had been increasing as expected
and waiting times were improving. A further update would be provided as part of the
Integrated Performance Report (IPR) at the Board meeting in September 2020.
Action: D Hardy

Minute 104/20: Capital Programme 2020/21: MC advised that the revised wellbeing centre
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Finance & Investment Committee

September 2020

proposal would be resubmitted to the Charity Committee in October 2020.
Action: M Clements
Minute 106/20: Use of Resources Action Plan Update: The Acting Director of Finance
advised that national funding for the installation of additional CT scanners was still awaited.
The Chair queried whether the capital plan could be reprioritised in order to pay for the
installation costs. The Acting Chief Executive highlighted that the capital plan had already
been prioritised for other projects. The Chief Operating Officer advised that issues with the
current CT scanners were having an impact on patient flow.
The Acting Chief Executive advised that national funding was being pursued. It was agreed
that an update would be provided to the Board in September 2020.
Action: M Clements
110/20 Committee Revised Terms of Reference
The Committee agreed that a recommendation should be submitted to the Board to
approve the revised terms of reference.
Action: C Lynch
111/20 Draft Strategic Outline Case
The Acting Chief Executive highlighted that the internal deadline of 31 October 2020 for the
submission of the Strategic Outline Case (SOC) would not be met as further work was
required before submission. The Acting Chief Executive highlighted that a detailed
discussion was planned for the Board seminar in October 2020.
The Chair of the Audit & Risk Committee advised that the Committee had considered the
SOC and discussed the potential to extend the deadline at the meeting held on 16
September 2020. Capital costs and affordability of the project had been identified as a key
risk.
The Director of Estates & Facilities highlighted that an affordability analysis had been
undertaken to consider alternative options that would reduce the overall cost to circa
£800m. Work was on-going to review hybrid options by the master planning team prior to
an affordability review by Price Waterhouse Coopers (PwC).
The Acting Director of Finance advised that the finance team and PwC were considering
the potential long-term capital implications of each option. A review of backlog maintenance
costs had been undertaken and this was significantly higher than anticipated. The Acting
Director of Finance was reviewing the findings and an update would be provided at the next
meeting.
Action: M Clements
The Director of Estates & Facilities advised that the SOC was a high level options appraisal
only and further detail would be included as part of the Outline Business Case (OBC) in
order to determine affordability. The Acting Chief Executive advised that the final option
would be considered against the strategic objective of financial sustainability.
The Chief Nursing Officer highlighted that there were inaccuracies in the quality section of
the SOC. It was agreed that the Director of Strategy would work with the Chief Nursing
Officer to correct the section and include items from the Quality Strategy.
Action: C Ainslie/A Statham
Following a discussion, the Committee agreed that the SOC would need to include:



A more strategic view on the future of healthcare and a vision beyond 2025
Future ways of working including further digitisation
Local economic position as an employer
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A greater focus on environmental issues and net zero carbon
Unique selling points against other trusts bidding for the same funding
An initial view on the affordability of each option
An additional option worked up around an £800m benchmark

It was agreed that Non-Executive Directors would feedback any additional items for
inclusion to the team.
The Acting Chief Executive advised that the microsite had received over 3000 views and
over 400 surveys had been completed. Work was currently ongoing to determine themes
from the survey. In addition, the University of Reading had also encouraged their staff and
students to engage with the microsite. Other community groups such as Healthwatch and
Governors had also been engaged. The Committee queried the number of staff that had
completed the survey. It was agreed that an update would be provided at the next meeting.
Action: N Lloyd
112/20 Finance System Replacement
[Section exempt under section 43].
The Chief Nursing Officer queried whether use of transformation funds was the appropriate
funding source for the new system ahead of a potential second COVID wave. The Acting
Director of Finance advised that the finance system met the criteria for transformation
funding. The Chief Operating Officer requested clarity on funding for COVID as various
teams in the Trust were requesting additional funding ahead of a potential second wave. It
was agreed that the Acting Director of Finance would circulate the information to the
Executive team.
Action: M Clements
[Section exempt under section 43].
The Committee agreed that a recommendation should be submitted to the Board to
approve the business case.
Action: S Hunt
113/20 Steris Contract
The Acting Director of Finance introduced the business case that sought approval of the
contract for the provision of a comprehensive decontamination and sterilisation service.
The total cost was £31.44m over a 10-year period.
The Committee queried the use of a single contractor to provide the service and the
potential risks associated with the agreement. The Chief Operating Officer confirmed that
Steris had provided a good service to date and were a market leader in their field.
The Committee agreed that a recommendation should be submitted to the Board to
approve the contract. In addition, the report would be updated to clarify the financial
aspects of the contract, as well as, include an overview on the existing service provided by
Steris.
Action: M Clements
114/20 August Finance Update Including COVID-19 Returns
The Acting Director of Finance introduced the report and advised that the Trust had
reported £12.89m behind the revised NHS Improvement (NHSI) Control Total as at Month 5
as a result of Covid. This was largely due to the change in activity profile. Activity
income was £35.40m behind plan to date. Trust performance was £1.09m adverse to
budget and income was £9.85m ahead of plan, mainly as a result of block income as well
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as top up income received. Pay was £8.61m over budget as a result of Covid and had
been addressed by top up income received to date. Cash was £35.18m.
The Acting Director of Finance advised that, as of August 2020, the Trust had incurred
£6.92m of expenditure relating to Covid with £4.33m revenue and £2.59m capital awaiting
reimbursement.
The Committee noted the change to funding arrangements for the second half of the year
as the block contract and income top up regime designed to restore trusts to a break even
position was being replaced. The risks of a system-based allocation were discussed and
noted.
The Committee noted that the Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire West
Integrated Care System (BOB ICS) had been allocated circa £73m to address Covid
related deficits in the region. The Committee noted that the Trust was pursuing reimbursement of circa £7m of this total from the regional team. The Acting Director of
Finance confirmed that the figure was based on forecasting completed by Care Groups in
relation to recovery funding. The Committee queried the quantum of funding requests from
partners in comparison to the Trust. The Acting Director of Finance advised that the Trust
had requested funding allocation based on performance. A further update would be
provided at the next meeting.
Action: M Clements
The Committee noted that Urgent Care pay was significantly higher than last year due to
Covid and the forecasted QiPP target had not been possible due to reduced bed capacity.
Planned Care remained under budget due to delayed activity throughout Covid and all
Care Groups had been challenged to maintain their budgets until year end.
The Committee queried the liquidity rating in relation to Use of Resources. It was agreed
that the Acting Director of Finance would clarify the rating at the next meeting.
Action: M Clements
115/20 Capital Expenditure Programme 2020/21 Update
The Acting Director of Finance advised that the Trust had spent £14.1m (33%) of the
revised plan and placed orders for a further £7.35m (17%). The Capital Investment Group
(CIG) was meeting on a monthly basis to oversee delivery of the programme and was
developing, with Directorate leads, the project level timelines. The Committee was assured
that the programme was on target to deliver for 2020/21.
The Committee noted that there had been no confirmation of external funding sources for
capital plans for 2021/22. Therefore, capital plans were being considered in line with the
level of internal funding available.
It was agreed that the CT scanners, subject to external funding, would be included on the
report as well as the Lighthouse project going forward.
Action: M Clements

116/20 Finance & Investment Work Plan
The Committee noted the work plan. It was agreed that the work plan would be updated to
reflect the revised terms of reference as well as agreed additional items. Action: C Lynch
117/20 Key Messages for the Board
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The Acting Chief Executive highlighted that the Finance Department had been recognised
with Level 1 Accreditation by Future Focused Finance, and that the Acting Director of
Finance had been awarded Deputy Director of Finance of the Year, in the Healthcare
Financial Management Association (HFMA) South Central Branch Awards.
Key messages for the Board included:




It was anticipated that the SOC internal deadline of the 30 October would likely to
be extended to allow further development of the SOC
The Committee recommended that the Finance System Replacement and Steris
Contracted were submitted to Board for approval
That close partnership working with partners in the BOB ICS would be required to
mitigate the risks inherent in the change of financial regime for the second half of
2020/2021.
The expansion of the Capital programme was welcomed but the complexity and
time critical nature of the many projects in progress would require effective oversight
to ensure delivery

118/20 Date of Next Meeting
It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Thursday 22 October 2020 at 9am.

SIGNED:

DATE:
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Finance & Investment Committee Part I
Thursday 22 October 2020
10.45 – 12.00
Video Conference Call
Members
Mrs. Sue Hunt
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd
Mr. Mike Clements
Mr. Dom Hardy
Mr. Brian Hendon
Dr. Janet Lippett
Mr. John Petitt
Mr. Graham Sims

(Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
(Acting Chief Executive)
(Acting Director of Finance)
(Chief Operating Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Chief Medical Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Chair of the Trust)

In Attendance
Mr. Richard Jenkins
Mrs. Caroline Lynch

(Acting Deputy Director of Finance)
(Trust Secretary)

Apologies
126/20 Minutes for Approval: 24 September 2020 & Matters Arising Schedule
The minutes of the meeting held on 24 September 2020 were approved as a correct record
and would be signed by the Chair.
The Committee received the matters arising schedule.
Minute 109/20 (104/20): Minutes for Approval: 20 August 2020 & Matters Arising Schedule:
Capital Programme 2020/21: The Acting Director of Finance confirmed that the revised
proposal for the wellbeing centre would submitted to the Committee in November 2020
following review by the Charity Committee.
Action: M Clements
127/20 September Finance Update Including Covid-19 Returns
The Acting Director of Finance advised the financial performance in September 2020 was
breakeven as a result of the national funding regime. Cash remained strong. Covid capital
claims for April and May had not yet been received.
The Committee noted the excellent performance by specialities in relation to patient activity
post-Covid. The Chief Operating Officer advised that the Integrated Performance Report
(IPR) for September 2020 was currently being finalised and the Trust had achieved or
exceeded expectations on three main metrics.
128/20 Quarter 2 Forecast
The Acting Deputy Director of Finance introduced the report and advised that the budget for
2020/21 as approved by the Board was a £3.12m surplus. The Board approved a revised
capital plan of £43.08m. Since August the Trust had been awarded £12.7m of HIP2
funding to accelerate its HIP2 schemes, £4.52m for ED redevelopment, £0.46m for Oxygen
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works undertaken in Quarter 1, £1.15m for CT scanners and £1.3m for medical equipment.
The Acting Director of Finance confirmed that cash movements were being closely
monitored and a weekly cash forecast was being developed.
Action: M Clements
The Committee discussed the potential impact of a second phase of Covid on financial
performance and the financial gap within the Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire & Berkshire
(BOB) Integrated Care System (ICS).
It was proposed that the Trust should submit a Quarter 2 Forecast of up to £3m surplus,
being breakeven excluding donated assets and this included a £1.5m risk share from BOB
ICS and £1.5m of additional Covid funding. The report would be updated and a
recommendation would be submitted to the Board to approve the Quarter 2 forecast.
Action: M Clements
129/20 Capital Expenditure Programme 2020/21
The Acting Director of Finance introduced the report and advised progress with the capital
programme was on target with £15.53m having being spent and orders placed for a further
£9.84m totalling £25.37m.
130/20 Operating Plan/Business Plan 2020/21
The Committee noted that an update would be provided to the November meeting.
Action: A Statham
131/20 Board Assurance Framework (BAF): Finance Section
The Committee noted the revised finance section of the BAF. The Trust Secretary advised
that the estates section had not yet been reviewed but this would be updated with the
Director of Estates & Facilities.
Action: C Lynch
132/20 Finance & Investment Work plan
The work plan was noted
133/20 EU Exit Transition
The Acting Director of Finance advised that work was on-going to review the current status
in light of the Covid pandemic. A further update would be submitted to the Board in
November 2020.
Action: M Clements
134/20 Key Messages for the Board
Key messages for the Board included: Recommendation to approve the Quarter 2 Forecast

135/20 Date of Next Meeting
It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Thursday 19 November 2020 at 9am.
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DATE:
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Finance & Investment Committee
Terms of Reference
Constitution and Membership
The Committee will be appointed by the Board to give detailed consideration to finance
estates, investment and IT, and to recommend to the Board any business cases and
contracts that fall beyond the delegated approval limits of the Executive.
It will advise the Executive and Board on issues to achieve the best value for money and use
of resources. It will seek to ensure that agreed strategies for finance, estates and IT are
developed, implemented, monitored and reviewed.
The Committee is non executive in nature and will review and scrutinise papers and
recommend to the Board and advise as necessary. Meetings will consist of two parts and will
be minuted separately. Part 2 of the meeting will consider investment items and the Strategic
Outline Case (SOC) as part of the Estate Redevelopment.
The Committee will be chaired by a Non-Executive Director. The membership will include at
least one further Non-Executive Director, the Chief Executive, Chief Finance Officer, Chief
Operating Officer and the Chief Medical Officer or the Chief Nursing Officer. Substitutes are
not permitted.
The quorum of the Committee will be four members and will include at least two NonExecutive Directors.
Members are expected to attend three quarters of meetings in any one financial year.

Attendance
The Director of Estates and Facilities, Director of Strategy and Director of IM&T will be
invited to attend part 2 of meetings as required.
The Trust Secretary (or their nominee) will act as secretary to the Committee.
The Committee may invite other staff and external advisors to attend for all or part of any
meeting.

Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet at least ten times a year and such other times as may be required.

Monitoring
The work of the Committee will be kept under review by the Board.
The Committee will conduct an annual review of its effectiveness with its terms of reference
and submit any findings and proposals for changes to the Board of Directors for
consideration.
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Duties

The main duties of the Committee will be:
a) To confirm a broad and long-term Financial Strategy is developed in support of the
wider integrated business plan and to review the overall financial performance of the
Trust.
b) To monitor the performance of the Trust in respect of its key Financial Performance
targets, delivery of the NHS Improvement Single Oversight Framework and the
overall cost improvement programme.
c) To confirm the Trust manages its asset base efficiently and effectively and to confirm
projects of significant value, whether related to property or other assets, are properly
identified, managed and controlled and that business cases are robust.
d) To review the Trust’s Estates Strategy, its formulation, development and
implementation, its links to other related strategies and thus ensure that the Trust’s
capital assets are properly and effectively utilised.
e) To review the Trust’s IT Strategy, its formulation, development and implementation,
its links to service and financial strategies.
f)

To review the negotiation of contracts with the organisation’s commissioners and to
review and recommend the approval of any procurement contracts beyond the
delegated authority of the Executive to the Board.

g) To review and make recommendations to the Board in respect of any business cases
that fall beyond the delegated authority of the Executive.
h) To review post implementation investment appraisals and to advise the Board on the
level of benefits realised from such investments.
i)

To make recommendations to the Board and to the Chief Executive as to appropriate
actions required in respect of finance, estates and IT to ensure the Trust is operating
effectively, efficiently and economically.

i)

To consider and approve all business cases, clinical and or commercial in line with the
delegated limits of authorisation as stipulated in the Trust’s Standing Financial Instructions in
relation to the Estates Redevelopment Programme.

j)

To review in detail any other relevant issue referred to it by the Board for more
detailed consideration.
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Estates
For the period that the Trust is preparing and submitting business cases in relation to the
Estates redevelopment (including the Strategic Outline Case (SOC), Outline Business Case
(OBC) and Full Business Case (FBC)) the Committee will take on additional governance
responsibilities for oversight and review and to make recommendations to the Trust Board.
The recommendations would include financial and economic elements which underpin the
various stages of the business cases ahead of submission to approval to NHS England/
NHS Improvement (NHSI/E) / Treasury. The Director of Estates and Facilities and Director
of Strategy will attend for this part of the meeting.

Reporting
The minutes of meetings will be formally recorded and submitted to the Board after each
meeting. The investment section of the meeting will be minuted as a private meeting and
submitted to the private Board.
The Committee will review these terms of reference on an annual basis and report to the
Board accordingly.

Reviewed by the Committee:
Approved by the Board:
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Audit & Risk Committee
Wednesday 16 September 2020
9.30 – 11.55
Video Conference Call
Members
Mr. John Petitt
Mr. Brian Hendon
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie

(Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director)

In attendance
Advisors
Ms. Anna Blackman
Ms. Hayley Cobb
Mr. Ben Sheriff

(Partner, PwC)
(Local Counter Fraud Specialist) (LCFS)
(Director, Deloitte)

Trust Staff
Mr. Mike Clements
Ms. Amanda Grossman
Mr. Dom Hardy
Mrs. Sue Hunt
Mrs. Caroline Lynch
Mrs. Tracey Middleton
Mr. Mike Robinson
Mr. Graham Sims

(Acting Director of Finance)
(Head of Programme Delivery) (for minute 116/20)
(Chief Operating Officer) (for minute 116/20)
(Non-Executive Director) (up to minute 114/20)
(Trust Secretary)
(Director of Estates & Facilities) (up to minute 114/20)
(Associate Director of Infrastructure) (for minute 115/20)
(Chair of the Trust)

112/20 Declarations of Interests
There were no declarations of interests.
113/20 Minutes: 15 July 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule
The minutes of the meeting held on 15 July 2020 were agreed as a correct record and would
be signed by the Chair.
The Committee received the matters arising schedule. All actions were completed or
covered by agenda items.
114/20 Draft Strategic Outline Case (SOC)
The Director of Estates & Facilities introduced the report and highlighted the current
programme status. The submission date of 31 October 2020 remained challenging. In
addition, the financial case had been progressed as far as possible with further work
required. However, this was an internally set deadline and could be changed. The Master
Planning Sponsoring Group would review the programme status on 6 October 2020 and
consider whether the internal deadline could be met.
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The Acting Director of Finance advised that he had met with PwC recently in relation to the
underlying assumptions and business as usual modelling. Further information had been
requested following this meeting.
The Director of Estates & Facilities highlighted the SOC development status and the revised
capital costs for each of the options. The Acting Director of Finance advised that two
workshops had been held to review floor space assumptions and costs were reviewed as a
result of this. Variables included optimism bias. The Director of Estates & Facilities
confirmed that costs had been sense checked with NHS England/NHS Improvement
(NHSE/I).
The Acting Director of Finance confirmed that growth projection was consistent with
population based growth. Local commissioners had been engaged and had approved the
assumptions. Letters of support from both Berkshire West CCG and Buckinghamshire,
Oxfordshire & Berkshire (BOB) Integrated Care System (ICS) would be included in the Final
Business Case (FBC) submission.
The Director of Estates & Facilities gave a detailed overview of all four options in the SOC.
The Committee considered that affordability presented a significant risk and this should be
added to the risk register.
Action: T Middleton
The Director of Estates & Facilities advised that, following the 6 facet survey backlog
maintenance costs had increased significantly. However, this had already been indicated to
both NHSE/I and the Treasury.
The Committee noted that the detailed design would be required for the Outline Business
Case (OBC) stage. It was agreed that comments on the SOC would be submitted to the
Director of Estates & Facilities over the next week.
Action: ALL
115/20 Cyber Security Update
[Section exempt under section 31].
116/20 Digital Hospital Go Live Update
The Chief Operating Officer introduced the report and highlighted the progress achieved to
date. The Committee noted that the need for maternity, theatres and anaesthetics team to
schedule their training had been discussed by the Executive Management Committee and
Care Groups had been asked to raise this with their teams.
The Committee discussed the risk in relation to integrated anaesthesia go-live now being
achieved. This had been planned for 25 January 2020. The Chief Operating Officer
highlighted the impact on the teams as well as other teams having to wait for their go-live as
it was important to ensure that all staff on all sites were valued. The Committee noted that
there had been delays in manufacturing and delivery that had impacted on the original plan.
The Committee discussed the risk of training being undertaken by the maternity team. The
Head of Programme Delivery advised that there had been good engagement from maternity
to date and all training was available via e-learning and could be undertaken at any time.
The Committee queried whether a second wave of Covid could impact on the programme.
The Chief Operating Officer advised that go-live was now business as usual. The Head of
Programme Delivery highlighted that electronic remote support would still be provided via the
Electronic Patient Record (EPR). The Committee recommended that the internal audit
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report on maternity should be shared with the Chief Operating Officer. An additional meeting
of the Committee would also be scheduled prior to the go-live.
Action: C Lynch
117/20 Counter Fraud Progress Report
The LCFS introduced the report and highlighted that the Government Function Standard for
Counter Fraud would be replacing the NHS Counter Fraud Authority’s Standards from April
2021. Preparation was also on-going for the National Fraud Initiative work that would be
undertaken during October to December 2020.
The LCFS advised that the 2019/20 review of the Trust’s arrangements for the recruitment
and management of interim staff had been delayed due to Covid. However, the review was
now on-going. The findings of the conflict of interests and hospital review would be
submitted to the November meeting.
Action: H Cobb
118/20 Internal Audit Progress Report
The Partner, PwC, advised that the corporate governance and risk management report had
been issued since the last meeting. The review had been rated as medium risk overall with
one high, one medium and one low risk finding. There had been a number of areas of good
practice noted during the review. The high risk finding related to the maternity directorate
and actions raised by the Care Quality Commission (CQC) in relation to risk management
and clearly documenting actions on their risk register. The Committee recommended that
the full internal audit report should be reviewed by the Quality Committee. Action: C Ainslie
119/20 External Audit Progress Update including Technical Update
The Director, Deloitte, advised that the field work for the HFMS Ltd and Charity audits was in
progress and nearing completion and the findings would be submitted to the November
meeting.
Action: B Sheriff
The Director, Deloitte, gave an update on proposed changes in relation to public sector audit
appointments.
120/20 Audit Recommendations Update
The Acting Director of Finance advised that there were 10 reports with outstanding audit
actions. Of the 40 actions, 15 had been completed and 10 were overdue.
The Acting Director of Finance advised that there were two requests to change agreed
delivery dates for the business case process review and cyber security capability review.
Extensions were sought for 31 October 2020 and 31 March 2021 respectively. The Acting
Director of Finance confirmed that the Covid situation had caused some delays. The
Committee approved the revised delivery dates.
121/20 Health & Safety Update
The Committee received the update. It was agreed that the Chief Nursing Officer would be
asked to confirm when the pilot for flagging violent and aggressive patients in the Emergency
Department would begin and whether information governance issues had been considered
as part of this pilot.
Action: C Ainslie
The Committee also queried whether the last action in relation to the plaster room action
plan had been completed on 2 September 2020.
Action: C Ainslie
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[Section exempt under section 43].
122/20 Bank Account Authorisations
The Committee noted that there had been no amendments to the Trust’s signatory panel for
the Trust or the Royal Berks Charity since the last meeting.
123/20 Non-NHS Debt
The Committee noted that non-NHS debt was £5.3m as at 31 August 2020. The Acting
Director of Finance advised that there had been an increase in overseas debt. However,
there was an upward trend in the levels of cash received. The LCFS advised that the Trust
had good processes in place in order to identify any potential fraud. In addition, the LCFS
received a number of referrals from the overseas team. The Acting Director of Finance
advised that, in a majority of cases, these instances related to patients not entitled to NHS
treatment.
124/20 Losses and Special Payments
The Committee noted that, since the last meeting, there had been three cases of other
losses that totalled £41,271. There had also been fourteen special payments to the value of
£48,172 related to payment of excess on NHS resolution cases. The Committee queried
the obsolete stock write off for audiology. The Acting Director of Finance would confirm the
level of authority for stock write offs and confirm if there was any learning for the team.
Action: M Clements
125/20 Use of Single Tenders
The Committee noted that there had been six single tenders awarded since the last meeting
of the Committee. The Acting Director of Finance advised that a number of these single
tenders related to urgency of requirement.
126/20 Schedule of Significant Contracts
The Committee noted that there had been one significant contract awarded since the last
meeting of the Committee. This related to fibre optics installation and support with Virgin at
a value of £688k including VAT. The one-year installation period would commence
December 2020 with contract support for 5 years from December 2021.
127/20 Audit Committee Work Plan
The Trust Secretary advised that the format of the work plan would be revised and submitted
to the next meeting.
Action: C Lynch
128/20 Key Messages for the Board
It was agreed that key issues to draw to the attention of the Board included:



The risk of affordability of the SOC to be highlighted to the Finance &
Investment Committee
Detailed report on acceleration of the legacy server migration plan requested
for the next meeting
Noted risks in relation to uptake of training by maternity teams for the Digital
Hospital go-live
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Quality Committee requested to review the internal audit report in relation to
corporate governance and risk management

129/20 Date of Next Meeting
It was agreed that the next scheduled meeting would be held on Wednesday 11 November
2020 at 9.30. As discussed earlier in the meeting an additional meeting would be scheduled
for October 2020 prior to the go-live.
Action: C Lynch
130/20 Private Meeting with External Audit
A private meeting with Deloitte was not held.
131/20 Private Meeting with Internal Audit
A private meeting with PwC was not held.
132/20 Private Meeting of the Committee
It was agreed that a meeting of the Committee was not required as there were no specific
issues for discussion.
Chair:

Date:
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Monday 26 October 2020
12.30 – 13.05
Video Conference Call
Members
Mr. John Petitt
Mr. Brian Hendon

(Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
(Non-Executive Director)

In attendance
Ms Mandy Claridge
Mr. Mike Clements
Ms. Amanda Grossman
Mrs. Sue Hunt
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd
Mrs. Caroline Lynch
Mr. Tris Mills
Mr. Aaron Rogers

(Director of Operations, Urgent Care)
(Acting Director of Finance)
(Head of Programme Delivery)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Acting Chief Executive)
(Trust Secretary)
(Acting Director of Operations, Planned Care)
(Chief Nursing Information Officer)

Apologies
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie

(Non-Executive Director)

133/20 Declarations of Interests
There were no declarations of interests.
134/20 Digital Hospital Go Live Update
The Head of Programme Delivery circulated the operational readiness dashboard and
highlighted that good progress had been achieved in relation to training being booked. Pass
rates were between 50 and 100% with a 70% pass rate rated as amber. The Committee
noted that 99% of training was via e-learning with face to face training provided to assess
competency. A virtual training domain was also available to staff.
The Chair queried whether maternity staffing challenges presented a challenge to the ‘golive’. The Head of Programme Delivery advised that all staff rostered for the first two weeks
from ‘go-live’ had completed training and achieved competency. The latest training position
would be circulated to the Committee at the end of the week.
Action: H Allan
The Committee noted the amber rating in relation to IT equipment. The Head of Programme
Delivery advised that the last few Computers on Wheels (CoWs) were currently being built.
However, they would be completed by the ‘go-live’ date.
The Head of Programme Delivery highlighted that there were 28 days to the theatres ‘go-live’
and highlighted the training figures up to 11 November 2020. Face to face sessions would
be provided for theatre porters. The Committee queried whether there were any operational
risks. The Director of Operations, Urgent Care, advised that a member of the maternity team
had used the Cerner system in a previous trust and the team welcomed the use of one
system in comparison to the five systems currently used. Staff would have support on site
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to assist them. The Acting Chief Executive thanked all the teams for the excellent work on
preparation for the ‘go-live’.
It was agreed that weekly reports on training would be circulated to the Committee following
each Digital Hospital Committee.
Action: H Allan
135/20 Date of Next Meeting
It was agreed that the next scheduled meeting would be held on Wednesday 11 November
2020 at 9.30.

Chair:

Date:
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Audit & Risk Committee
Wednesday 11 November 2020
9.30 – 11.55
Video Conference Call
Members
Mr. John Petitt
Mr. Brian Hendon
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie

(Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director)

In attendance
Advisors
Ms. Anna Blackman
Ms. Anastasia Esbend
Ms. Rachel Fowler
Mr. Tony Hall
Mr. Ben Sheriff

(Partner, PwC)
(Senior Manager, Deloitte)
(Senior Manager, PwC)
(Local Counter Fraud Specialist) (LCFS)
(Director, Deloitte)

Trust Staff
Mr. Mike Clements
Ms. Angella Gardiner
Mr. Dom Hardy
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd
Mrs. Caroline Lynch
Mr. Mike Robinson
Mr. Graham Sims
Mr. Keegan Timmermans

(Acting Director of Finance)
(Financial Controller, Group Accounts)
(Chief Operating Officer) (for minute 116/20)
(Acting Chief Executive Officer)
(Trust Secretary)
(Associate Director of Infrastructure) (for minute 115/20)
(Chair of the Trust)
(Corporate Governance Officer)

136/20 Declarations of Interests
There were no declarations of interests.
137/20 Minutes: 16 September 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule
The minutes of the meeting held on 16 September 2020 were agreed as a correct record and
would be signed by the Chair.
The Committee received the matters arising schedule. All actions were completed or
covered by agenda items.
Minute 118/20: Matters Arising Schedule: Internal Audit Progress Report: The action plan
arising from the risk management review would be submitted to the Quality Committee in
December 2020.
Minute 121/20: Matters Arising Schedule: Health & Safety Update: The Trust Secretary
highlighted that a working group had been established in relation to the pilot for
flagging violent and aggressive patients in ED. An update would be provided at the next
meeting.
Action: C Ainslie
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Minute 124/20: Matters Arising Schedule: Losses and Special Payments: The Acting Director
of Finance advised that stock takes took place three times a year. Any write offs identified
during the stock take would be approved by the relevant budget holder. In addition, budget
holders did not take part in stock takes to ensure independence. It was agreed that inclusion
of an approval limit for write offs would be considered as part of the Standing Financial
Action: M Clements
Instructions (SFIs) review.
138/20 Freedom to Speak Up Guardian Update
The Freedom to Speak Up (FTSU) Guardian introduced the report and highlighted that the
Covid pandemic had had a negative effect on training. Work was on-going with the Learning
& Development team to implement an eLearning module for FTSU. Freedom to Speak Up
had been promoted in the Trust through national FTSU week, a Board presentation, as well
as a guest blog. The FTSU Guardian continued to meet with leads responsible for Freedom
to Speak Up on a monthly basis to brief them on FTSU matters.
The Committee noted that 19 FTSU concerns had been raised since April 2020. The majority
of concerns had not been formally investigated and had been reported by a broad spectrum
of staff across the organisation. Three patient safety and four bullying and harassment cases
had been reported. Of those formally investigated, one case resulted in dismissal and one
was still awaiting an outcome.
The FTSU Guardian highlighted that a number of concerns had been raised in relation to the
Covid pandemic including Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) supply, anxiety, and social
distancing in the workplace. In addition, one concern had been raised in relation to a
member of staff being denied annual leave due to the need to self-isolate when returning to
the UK. This had been resolved by the staff member’s line manager.
The Committee noted that the Trust had continued to report a statistical improvement
annually in relation to the Freedom to Speak Up aspects of the staff survey, as well as
across BAME staff groups. In addition, the Trust had reported score of 81.1% on the FTSU
index, which was an improvement of 2.1% from the previous year. The Trust performed well
when compared to other trusts nationally.
139/20 Cyber Security Update
[Section exempt under section 31].

140/20 Digital Hospital Go Live Update
The Chief Operating Officer provided an overview of the successful Maternity go-live. The
Committee noted that the theatres go-live was scheduled for December 2020. The
programme was on schedule and was being monitored jointly by the Digital Adoption and
Digital Hospital Committees (DAC/DHC). Training statistics had been lower than anticipated.
However, it was anticipated that this would improve going forward.
The Committee noted the success of two additional programmes; remote pre-op
assessments, as well as connecting vital signs machines directly to the Electronic Patient
Record (EPR). Both programmes would significantly improve efficiency and reduce error
rates.
Following a discussion, it was agreed that the Audit & Risk Committee would delegate the
decision making authority to ‘’go-live’’ for theatres to the Chief Operating Officer as Chair of
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the Digital Adoption Committee and Senior Responsible Owner (SRO) of the programme. In
addition, the Chief Operating Officer would provide a status update to the Chair of the
Committee on 20 November 2020 ahead of the theatres go live date.
Action: D Hardy
141/20 Counter Fraud Update Including Declarations of Interest Review
The LCFS introduced the report and advised that in relation to training, the Metropolitan
Police Service Cyber Team had provided the Counter Fraud team with training material that
would be made available on the Trust intranet. In addition, the Pharmacy team had
requested fraud awareness training.
The LCFS advised that the appointments and management review had been halted as a
result of the Covid pandemic. The review had been recommenced in August 2020. A further
update would be provided at the next meeting.
Action: T Hall
The LCFS provided an overview of the conflicts of interest and gifts and hospitality review,
including the findings. The Committee noted that five recommendations had been made to
improve the control environment. Once the management recommendations had been
agreed, the full report would be shared with the Committee.
In relation to the Fraud Prevention Guidance Impact Assessment, it was agreed that the
details would be submitted to the Acting Director of Finance ahead of the submission.
Action: T Hall
The Committee discussed the cost code amendment case. [Section exempt under section
40].
Action: M Clements
The LCFS advised that counter fraud awareness week would be commencing in midNovember 2020. The Trust would be promoting counter fraud on social media and hosting
virtual drop in sessions as well as circulating the fraud focus quarterly magazine. It was
agreed that the LCFS would take part in the Acting Chief Executive’s Guest Blog as well as
develop a short film with the Communications teams.
Action: T Hall

142/20 Internal Audit Progress Report
The Senior Manager, PwC, advised that the remote working and onboarding and offboarding
reports had been issued since the last meeting. The remote working review had been rated
as medium risk and the on boarding and off boarding had been rated as high risk.
The Trust Secretary advised that, at the time of the first wave of Covid, Microsoft teams had
not been rolled out across the Trust. Zoom was procured in order to maintain Board
Governance. A Cyber Security review had been undertaken for the use of Zoom to convene
virtual meetings. The initial risk had been screen sharing and this function had been removed
by the Trust. A Data Privacy Impact Assessment has since been undertaken and the Trust
had not yet recorded any incidents with the use of Zoom.
[Section exempt under section 43].
The Associate Director of Infrastructure advised that a communications plan would be
developed to remind staff not to forward Trust emails to personal email accounts.
Action: M Robinson
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The Committee discussed the risk in relation to Employee Onboarding and Offboarding. Late
termination forms and inductions had been rated as high risk. The Committee noted that
Trust inductions had been paused as a result of Covid. However, compliance was
anticipated to improve going forward. The Senior Manager, PwC, advised that from August
2019 - July 2020 overpayments as a result of late termination forms totalled circa £253k. The
Committee noted that there was an additional risk around staff access when termination
forms were not completed in a timely manner.
The Acting Chief Executive highlighted that overpayments as a result of late terminations
should be considered when conducting budgetary reviews. In addition, reports would be
submitted to performance meetings going forward.
Action: M Clements
The Committee noted that the remaining reviews were on target to be completed as planned.
The Hospital at Night review had been delayed as a result of the second wave of Covid.
However, it was anticipated to be completed before the end of the financial year.
143/20 External Audit Progress Report including Technical Update and Audit Plan
The Director, Deloitte, provided an overview of the external audit progress report.
The Chair challenged the effectiveness of remote audits ahead of the second wave of Covid.
The Director, Deloitte, highlighted that a number of advances had been made and that teams
were more experienced in remote working since the first wave.
The Director, Deloitte advised that the audit deadline of May 2021 would be difficult to
achieve. The Acting Director of Finance highlighted that discussions had taken place in
terms of the audit plan. However, the Trust was still expecting to achieve the May 2021
deadline.
Action: B Sheriff
144/20 Audit Recommendations Update
The Associate Director of Finance advised that there were 11 reports with outstanding audit
actions. Of the 40 actions, 16 had been completed and 10 were overdue. There were two
requests to remove items from the audit action tracker; Digital Hospital and the Information
Governance review.
The Committee noted that there were four requests to change agreed delivery dates for the
business case process review, health & safety follow up review, digital hospital and the
information governance review. Extensions were sought for 30 December 2020 and 31
March 2021, 31 December 2020 and 31 March 2021 respectively. The Committee approved
the revised delivery dates.
The Committee noted that there were a number of overdue audit actions assigned to the
IM&T team, including two that were more than a year overdue. The Committee considered
that the actions should be escalated to the Board. In addition, the CEO team meeting would
Action: M Clements
discuss the delays.
145/20 HFMS Annual Accounts 2019/20
[The Trust Secretary declared an interest as Company Secretary of Healthcare Facilities
Management Services (HFMS)]
The Acting Director of Finance provided an overview of the HFMS Annual Report and
Financial Statements for the year ending 31 March 2020.
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It was agreed that the ISO260 report would be circulated to the Committee. Action: C Lynch
Following a discussion, the Committee agreed: To recommend the Board of HFMS approved the accounts
 To recommend the Trust Board provide authority to the Acting Director of Finance to
sign a letter to the directors of HFMS confirming that the Trust would continue to give
financial support to the Company for the next 12 months.
 To recommend to the HFMS Board that it provided authority to a director of the
company to sign the letter of representation to the external auditors.
146/20 Charity Annual Accounts 2019/20
The Acting Director of Finance provided an overview of the Annual Report and Financial
Statements for the year ending 31 March 2020. The Committee noted that at the time of
audit, a material understatement of accrued legacy income of £113k in addition to an
overstatement of accrued donations income of £1m. These misstatements would be
corrected and included in the 2020/21 accounts.
Following a discussion, the Committee agreed that the following recommendations:
 The Charity Committee approved the audited Trustee Annual Report and Financial
Statements.
 The Charity Committee authorise the Acting Director of Finance to sign the Letter of
Representation once it had been provided by the auditors
147/20 Board Assurance Framework
The Trust Secretary advised that the Board Assurance Framework (BAF) had been reviewed
by all Board Sub-Committees. The BAF had been streamlined following discussions with
Executive Leads and Non-Executive Chairs. The Committee noted that further work was
Action: C Lynch
required to finalise the estates section of the BAF.
The Chair of the Quality Committee queried the reporting of the Trust’s Sustainability
Strategy to the Quality Committee. It was agreed that the Trust Secretary would amend this
Action: C Lynch
to reflect the appropriate reporting line.
148/20 Corporate Risk Register
The Chief Nursing Officer advised that the Corporate Risk Register had been reviewed by
the Executive Management Committee. The Committee noted that the risk ratings were
under review and clinical risks would be submitted to the Quality Committee in December
Action: C Ainslie
2020. The revised scoring would be submitted to a future meeting.
149/20 Bank Account Authorisations:
The Committee noted that there had been no amendments to the Trust’s signatory panel for
the Trust or the Royal Berks Charity since the last meeting.
150/20 Non-NHS Debt Report
The Committee noted that non-NHS debt was £5.16m as at 31 October 2020. The Acting
Director of Finance advised that there had been an increase in overseas debt and a recovery
of circa £200k of private patient debt since August 2020.
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A query was raised in relation to the Reading Borough Council debt. The Acting Director of
Finance highlighted that Berkshire Surrey Pathology Service (BSPS) had taken over
invoicing the council in relation to mortuary services. However, the council had continued to
make payments to the Trust. A credit note would be issued to correct the debt.
151/20 Losses and Special Payments
The Committee noted that, since the last meeting, there had been three payments made for
loss of property at a value of £239.84 and thirteen cases of other losses that totalled
1,012.77. There had been one special payment in relation to legal fees to a value of £10k.
The Acting Director of Finance advised that the Trust had received payment against a loss
previously written off in relation to overseas visitors to the value of £2,142.
152/20 Use of Single Tenders
The Committee noted that there had been seven single tenders awarded since the last
meeting of the Committee.
153/20 Schedule of Significant Contracts
The Committee noted that there had been no significant contracts awarded since the last
meeting of the Committee.
154/20 Standing Orders
The Trust Secretary introduced the annual review of the Trust’s Standing Orders and
advised that the quorum of Board had been increased to seven. Consisting of four NonExecutive Directors and three Executive Directors.
The Trust Secretary highlighted the potential risk of achieving a quorum in the event of a
Board decision urgently required.
Following a discussion, it was agreed that a recommendation to increase the quorum of the
Board would be submitted to the Board for consideration.
Action: C Lynch
In addition, it was agreed that Erlegh House would be included as part of the list of the
Trust’s principal places of business.
Action: C Lynch
155/20 Declarations of Interest Update
The Trust Secretary introduced the report and advised that significant progress had been
made since the introduction of the electronic declarations of interest platform. The
Committee noted the Trust’s response to the counter fraud recommendations. It was agreed
that the action plan would be submitted to the next meeting.
Action: C Lynch
The Committee discussed challenges with Trust-wide declaration compliance. It was agreed
that the inclusion of declarations would be considered as part of both the appraisal and
revalidation processes.
Action: C Lynch
156/20 Audit Committee Work Plan
The Trust Secretary advised that a review of the work plan had been undertaken. The
Committee noted the work plan.
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157/20 Key Messages for the Board
It was agreed that key issues to draw to the attention of the Board included:





The two high risk items on the Internal Audit report.
Approval of the HFMS and Charity annual report and accounts
Freedom to Speak Up update
Cyber Security update
Digital Hospital go-live

156/20 Date of Next Meeting
The date of the next meeting in 2021 would be confirmed.
157/20 Private Meeting with External Audit
A private meeting with Deloitte was not held.
158/20 Private Meeting with Internal Audit
A private meeting with PwC was not held.
159/20 Private Meeting of the Committee
It was agreed that a meeting of the Committee was not required as there were no specific
issues for discussion.
Chair:

Date:
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Quality Committee
Tuesday 13 October 2020
13.30 – 15.20
Video Conference Call
Members
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie
Ms. Caroline Ainslie
Dr. Bal Bahia
Mr. Julian Dixon
Mr. Dom Hardy
Dr. Janet Lippett
Mr. John Petitt
Mr. Graham Sims
In Attendance
Mrs. Jane Chandler
Mrs. Caroline Lynch
Mrs. Hannah Travers
David Mossop
Mr. Chris Lowrie
Mr. Matthew Manning

(Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
(Chief Nursing Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director
(Chief Operating Officer)
(Chief Medical Officer)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Chair of the Trust)

(Deputy Chief Nursing Officer)
(Trust Secretary)
(Deputy Trust Secretary)
(Associate Medical Director) (for minute 52/20)
(Directorate Manager, Berkshire Cancer Centre)
(for minute 57/20)
(Graduate Management Trainee, Berkshire Cancer Centre)
(for minute 57/20)

Apologies
50/20 Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.
51/20 Minutes: 18 August 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule
The minutes of the meeting held on 18 August 2020 were approved as a correct record and
would be signed by the Chair.
The Committee noted the matters arising schedule.
52/20 Mortality Detailed Review
The Associate Medical Director provided an update on Trust mortality and advised that
some workstreams had been paused due to the Covid pandemic.
The Summary Hospital-Level Mortality Indicator (SHMI) for the Trust was as expected.
However, the Standardised Mortality Ratio (SMR) and Hospital Standardised Mortality
Ratio (SHMR) were higher than expected. Work in relation to depth of coding and comorbidities was progressing to provide automatic population of co-morbidities into the
clinical care record. The Committee noted that, as part of the Digital Hospital Programme,
an increased number of clinics would be digitalised and it was anticipated this would
support improvement in coding and data quality.
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The Trust had recently appointed an Associate Director for Patient Safety and Compliance
and senior mortality lead nurse team. These staff would support learning from themes
identified following an incident.
Pathways were being designed on EPR for Acute Kidney Injury (AKI), Sepsis and Hospital
Acquired Pneumonia that would automatically identify when a patient met the criteria to
enable appropriate care bundles that would support staff and minimise patient treatment
delays. It was anticipated these pathways would start to demonstrate improvements during
the next six months. Sepsis coding had improved, as following consultant review within 12
hours of admission, this was removed from the patient record if it was identified this was not
a co-morbidity.
The Chair sought assurance that the Executive Management Committee was assured on
processes and systems in place to monitor mortality. The Associate Medical Director
confirmed that the Executive Management Committee was assured. In addition, work was
on-going to support and monitor the clinical workstreams through a monthly update at the
Clinical Outcomes & Effectiveness Committee (COEC). It was agreed that an update on
mortality progress could be provided to the Committee on a bi-annual basis.
Action: J Lippett
The Committee queried whether the SMR/HSMR data was benchmarked against other
trusts. The Associate Medical Director confirmed this was the case. The Trust had
implemented the Copeland’s Risk Adjusted Barometer (CRAB) system to capture comorbidities and was not an outlier in comparison to the 15 other trusts that used this
system.
The Committee sought clarity on whether there was any further work required that had not
been previously identified in relation to mortality. The Associate Medical Director advised
that improvement in patient experience could be further developed. The Chief Medical
Officer advised areas of review could also include recognising a deteriorating patient and
learning from deaths.
53/20 Winter, Covid2, Flu Plan
The Committee received the Trust’s overarching pandemic response plan and noted the
Covid response plan. The principles of the overarching plan had been updated and
developed by both specialities and Care Groups. The Committee noted that elective care
would only be paused in the case of a second phase of Covid impacting on clinical
demand.
The Winter Plan focussed on attendance and admission avoidance, patient flow and
utilising digital platforms including Think 111 and Ask A&E. The Committee queried
whether the Trust shared data with partners when attendances were higher than
anticipated. The Chief Operating Officer confirmed this was the case and highlighted the
importance of patients using digital platforms prior to attending as this would support
planned admissions and appointments.
The Chief Operating Officer highlighted the risk in relation to patient flow from attendance
and discharge into the community where there was limited bed capacity. The Chief
Operating Officer advised that discussions were taking place with the local Clinical
Commissioning Group to support how funds could be provided across the system in order
to improve patient flow into the community.
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The Committee sought assurance in relation to ED capacity whilst the redevelopment work
was taking place. The Chief Operating Officer confirmed that the ED expansion was being
carried out in stages in order to minimise disruption to the department.
The Chair sought clarity on plans to support managers that had staff that required
additional health and wellbeing support. The Chief Nursing Officer advised there was a
good network of matrons that supported staff across the organisation and nursing
leadership had been increased in areas where they have previously been a gap. The Trust
was also recruiting additional resource to support the Infection, Prevention and Control
team ahead of the Winter period. There had been an increased demand nationally for
additional resource in IPC teams. Additional resources were in place for Covid testing and
there was now greater clarity on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as well as a robust
stock of PPE.
The Committee was assured that there were good plans in place to support Winter and a
second phase of Covid.
54/20 Quarterly Update on Serious Incident Themes
The Chief Nursing Officer advised there had been an increased complexity in relation to SIs
and Never Events (NE) and themes had included Covid, treatment delays and the
deteriorating patient. The Trust would continue to share all learning from incidents across
the organisation and with Berkshire Healthcare Foundation Trust and South Central
Ambulance Service where appropriate.
The Deputy Chief Nursing Officer had facilitated a workshop with matrons to discuss how
learning from incidents could be embedded across the Trust to mitigate against the event of
similar SIs occurring. Feedback from the workshop was being progressed.
55/20 Never Events 2020/21
The Chief Medical Officer provided an overview of Never Events that had taken place
between April and October 2020. Three of which related to misplacement of nasogastric
tubes (NGT) and review of lessons learnt had identified that x-rays were currently being
interpreted by clinical teams that did not have the radiology expertise. However, the
radiology team would be providing a report on x-rays to clinical teams going forward. The
out of hours x-ray reporting process was also being reviewed to ensure expert advice was
available.
Nationally 11 NGT incidents had occurred at trusts between April-August 2020 and the
Trust had commissioned an external review following the two recent NGT incidents. The
Chair queried whether the review would include review the previous NGT incident. The
Chief Medical Officer confirmed that the review was based on the Urgent Care processes
following the two recent incidents that had taken place in these area. The Committee
agreed that this would be highlighted to the Board.
Action: H Mackenzie
The Chair queried whether the Trust was meeting the consultant staffing ratio in the
Intensive Care Unit. The Chief Medical Officer confirmed there was good consultant
coverage including out of hours and weekend working and three consultants had recently
been appointed.
56/20 Corporate Governance and Risk Management PwC Report
The Committee discussed the high risk report in relation to the maternity risk management
and sought assurance on what improvements had been made to mitigate the risks. The
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Chief Nursing Officer advised that staff turnover, maternity leave and staff being unable to
work in clinical practice during Covid had impacted on the team.
The Chief Nursing Officer advised that further work was required in relation to risk
management processes. However, staffing issues needed to be resolved before
governance issues could be addressed. A group had been established to develop an
action plan to address gaps and support processes and the Head of Risk would also help
support update of the Maternity risk register.
The Chair recommended that the action plan was submitted to the next meeting for
discussion.
Action: C Ainslie
57/20 National Cancer Patient Experience Survey
The Graduate Management Trainee, Berkshire Cancer Centre (BCC) provided an overview
of the survey. The Trust had shown improvement on 26% of questions, maintained results
on 51% and deteriorated on 23% of questions. The Trust had either maintained or
improved on the seven ‘cancer dashboard’ metrics recommended by NHS England and
Public Health England.
Results had been collated based on four cancer groups that included colorectal, breast,
urology and haematology. Themes identified would be evaluated to help support
development of the action plans where responses had deteriorated in comparison to the
previous year. This included cancer research opportunities and ensuring family members
had all the required information to help care for someone at home.
The Chair queried how patients were sampled when undertaking the survey. The Graduate
Management Trainee, BCC, advised that interviews had taken place during May-July 2019
and that circa 850 patients had been contacted to take part with a response rate of
approximately 63%.
The Committee noted the focus on haematology in the previous year and queried whether
this would be maintained during the next year to support improvement of results. The
Directorate Manager, BCC, advised that an additional clinical nurse specialist had
previously been recruited to support patient experience It was anticipated that the next
survey results may reflect the impact of Covid at the Trust. Therefore, improvement plans
would be implemented over the next two years as part of the recovery phase.
The Committee discussed research opportunities in comparison to other trusts. The
Directorate Manager, BCC, advised that trials for breast and prostate cancer had recently
completed. The number of trials that could be undertaken was occasionally limited as
eligibility for trials were based on the size of centres and number of patients that were
eligible. A patient leaflet was being developed to promote opportunities for patients to take
part in cancer research when these were available.
58/20 CQC Action Plan
The Chief Nursing Officer provided an update on the Care Quality Commission (CQC)
action plan and advised that the date on the ‘must do’ actions in relation to mixed sex
accommodation and training compliance had been deferred. The ‘should do’ actions were
being progressed.
The Chair sought clarity on whether the date for the deferral on the ‘must do’ actions was
realistic in light of the anticipated second phase of Covid. The Chief Nursing Officer
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confirmed that the dates for the ‘must do’ actions would be reviewed with the CQC when
the need arose.
The Committee sought assurance on the progress and target dates set against the red ‘rag’
rated actions as information was still awaited from these services. The Trust Secretary
highlighted the Trust had not met its compliance on the Data Security and Protection Toolkit
therefore it was recommended that this action should be updated to an ‘amber’ rag rating
as an action plan had been developed.
Action: J Chandler
The Chief Nursing Officer confirmed that the maternity action target date was linked to
other conflicting priorities including the implementation of the maternity go live and staffing
constraints. The Chair was assured that the maternity issue was being dealt with
appropriately. However, it was agreed this would be highlighted to the Board.
59/20 Quality Assurance and Learning Committee Exception Report
The Committee noted the report.
60/20 Board Assurance Framework: Quality and Transformation Section
The Committee reviewed the Quality section and recommended that the maternity action
plan was included on the improvement/action section of the Board Assurance Framework
(BAF).
Action: C Lynch
The transformation section had been updated and the Director of Strategy had
recommended that the quality impact related to the Continuous Improvement Programmes
was submitted to the Committee. The Committee recommended that the Trust Secretary
discussed the appropriate reporting approach with the Director of Strategy.
Action: C Lynch
The Committee recommended that an update on the Joint Academic Board and embedding
learning from mortality events was submitted to the next meeting.
Action: J Lippett
61/20 Work Plan Review
The Trust Secretary advised that the work plan would be updated following discussion at
the meeting and would include dates for 2021.
Action: C Lynch
62/20 Key Messages for the Board
It was agreed that key issues to draw to the attention of the Board included:






The Committee was assured on the plans in place to support the Winter and
pandemic response plan
The Committee noted the two NGT Never Events and an external review had been
commissioned.
The Committee was assured on the maternity action plan development. However,
the governance risk would be highlighted to the Board.
The Committee was assured in relation to the Trust mortality processes.
The Committee noted the Berkshire Cancer Service patient experience survey and
actions to improve patient experience going forward.
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63/20 Date of Next Meeting
It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Tuesday 8 December 2020 at
13.30pm

SIGNED:

DATE:
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Charity Committee
Thursday 22 October 2020
14.00 – 15.05
Video Conference Call
Present
Dr Bal Bahia
Mr. Jonathan Barker
Mr. Michael Clements
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd
Mrs. Caroline Lynch
Mrs. Victoria Parker
Mr. Graham Sims
Ms. Jo Warrior

(Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
(Public Governor, Reading)
(Acting Director of Finance)
(Acting Chief Executive)
(Trust Secretary)
(Director of Communications and Engagement)
(Chair of the Trust) (up to minute 30/20)
(Charity Director)

In attendance
Mrs. Angela Gardiner
Mr. David Philpott

(Associate Director of Finance)
(Charity Consultant) (up to minute 30/20)

Apologies
26/20 Declarations of Interests
There were no declarations of interests.
27/20 Minutes for Approval: 17 August 2020 and 15 September 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule
The minutes of the meetings held on 17 August and 15 September 2020 were approved as a
correct record and would be signed by the Chair.
The Committee received the matters arising schedule.
Minute 22/20: Charity Director Report: The Committee noted the Integrated Care System
(ICS) had not yet received notification in relation to stage 2 grants related to community
partnerships.
Minute 24/20: Charity Committee Work Plan: The Charity Director advised that updates on
the Knowledge & Development Fund had been submitted to the Executive Management
Committee. However, further internal promotion of the Fund would be undertaken.
Action: J Warrior
Minute 27/20: Staff Health & Wellbeing Centre: A further update would be submitted to the
Committee in November 2020.
Action: M Clements

28/20 Charity Director Report
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The Charity Director introduced the report and highlighted the preferred option for the Charity
rebranding. The Committee noted that the clean, modern design was adaptable and further
detail such as references to all Trust sites could be added when required. The Committee
discussed various straplines such as ‘Raising funds, enhancing care, improving lives and your
community, your hospital. The Committee agreed that a recommendation should be
submitted to the Board to approve the chosen rebranding.
Action: B Bahia
The Charity Director highlighted the risk register and advised that the majority of risks from
2019 had now been addressed following the governance review. A new risk in relation to the
unknown impact of Covid-19 (Ref: 4443) had been added to the risk register.
The Committee noted that donors had now been contacted in relation to gift aid remediation.
If all donors did not respond or objected to gift aid this would require a total of £33k to be paid
to HMRC.
The Charity Director advised that members of the Charity Grants Panel had now been
recruited. Additional members of the Charity Committee were being recruited and would join
the Committee from January 2021.
29/20 Management Accounts
The Associate Director of Finance introduced the management accounts and advised that, as
at 30 September 2020, the charity had received £1.1m of income and £0.7m had been spent.
The budget for 2021/22 was being developed and the target of 23% operating cost excluding
Action: M Clements
legacies would be included.
30/20 Charity Strategy
The Charity Director introduced the report and advised that the strategy had been developed
with a focus on areas discussed by the Committee over the last 12 months. The Committee
noted the section related to income generation in order to increase the number of general
funds in the Charity. The Charity Director highlighted that the strategy set the general
direction for the Charity and was a working document that would be adapted going forward.
The Committee recommended that greater ambition should be considered. In particular,
additional leverage with the local business community. The Charity Director highlighted the
need to demonstrate when charity monies were spent as there had been a lack of public
relations previously. The Charity Consultant advised that timing for the launch of a capital
appeal was important. Currently, the majority of fundraising was on-line or digital and a
number of charities were struggling with this. However, the Royal Berks Charity had the
strength of being an NHS charity. A significant number of volunteers would need to be
recruited. The Charity Director advised that work was on-going with the Trust’s Voluntary
Services Manager in relation to recruiting volunteers for the Charity.
The Charity Director advised that staff would be engaged in order to select a capital appeal.
The Committee discussed various capital projects that could be selected for a capital appeal.
It was agreed this would be discussed at the Charity Board.
Action: J Warrior
31/20 Charity Committee Work Plan
The Committee noted the work plan.

32/30 Key Messages for the Board
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It was agreed that key issues to draw to the attention of the Board included:



Support for the rebranding of the Charity
Charity Strategy noted
Risks addressed following the Governance review

33/20 Date of Next Meeting
The date of the next meeting would be confirmed.

SIGNED:

DATE:
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Agenda Item 11
Board Work Plan 2020/21
Focus

Item

Achieve Long-Term
Financial Sustainability

Drive the Development of
Integrated Services

Other / Governance

Freq

DH/ JL/Cai

By Exception

COVID-19 Recovery Plan

Exec

By Exception

Skill Mix Review

CAi

Annually

DH

Annually

CAI

Every

Staff Story

Exec

Every

Patient Story

CAi/JL

Every

EPPR

DH

Annually

Staff Survey Results
Annual Revalidation Report

DF
JL

Annually
Annually

Quarterly Forecast

MC

Quarterly

202/21 Contracts

MC

Annually

2021/22 Budget

MC

Annually

2021/22 Capital Plan

MC

Annually

Estates Strategic Outline Case

MC

Once

Operating Plan/ Business Plan 2021/22

AS

Annually

Standing Financial Instructions Review

MC

Annually

ICP Update

AS

Every

Chief Executive Report

NL

Every

Board Assurance Framework

CL

Bi-Annually

Corporate Risk Register

CAi

Bi-Annually

Well Led Framework Action Plan Update

NL

Bi-Annually

Integrated Performance Report

Exec

Every

IPR Metrics Review

DH

Annually

NHSI Annual Self-Certification

MC/CL

Annually

Standing Orders Review

CL

Annually

Health & Safety Annual Report

CAi

Annually

Review of the meeting

GS

Every

Board Work Plan

CL

Every

Provide the Highest Quality Winter Plan
Care
Health & Safety Story

Invest in our Staff and live
out our Values

Lead

COVID-19 Update

Nov-20

Dec-20

Jan-21

Mar-21

May-21

Jul-21

Sep-21

Nov-21
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